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Preface

This book is a collection of chapters describing research examples and empirical 
studies on recent intelligent information processing systems and their applications, 
especially nursing robots, which will become increasingly important in the future. 
It can be said that the intelligent information processing systems envisioned in 
artificial intelligence (AI) research aim to “process things more intelligently, smartly, 
and humanely,” a step forward from the information processing systems’goal of 
“processing things quickly and reliably.” In addition, “human-like” processing 
also means making the mistakes humans tend to make, so there is room for debate 
about how human-like it should be. Knowledge information processing, especially 
information retrieval, personalization in the recommendation, intelligent dialogue 
processing, emotional information processing, and so on, are topics that many 
researchers have been working on using various approaches. These have influenced 
the recent rapid development of AI technology. One urgent task is to combine these 
mature information processing technologies and realize interactive nursing care 
robots to solve the shortage of caregivers caused by the declining birthrate and aging 
population, which has become a social problem.

The first section contains two chapters on numerical mining techniques and 
personalization in information processing systems.

Chapter 1 is a survey of recent mining literature on how to handle numerical infor-
mation in text mining techniques. Although many methods have been proposed for 
retrieving textual information, retrieval based on numerical values that consider 
units, scales, and so on, has not been conducted in conventional text mining 
research for language. While it is necessary to organize and store numerical values 
in a database, tabular data on the Web are not always described in a uniform format, 
and it is necessary to combine text mining techniques.

Chapter 2 describes a research case study of a web service system that makes 
personal adaptations according to user interactions. To obtain the necessary infor-
mation on the Web, the user’s own characteristics must be fully considered. In this 
context, a service composition approach that enables dynamic service composition 
aimed at satisfying user needs based on ontology and user profile information, and 
a personalization approach that enables service reuse based on user context, are 
proposed.

The second section contains two chapters on techniques essential to developing 
AI, such as associative techniques, common sense judgment, and emotional 
information processing.

Chapter 3 describes the usefulness of associative knowledge techniques, which will 
be important in realizing the next generation of AI.

Chapter 4 presents experiments with real data on a method that integrates machine 
learning using corpus-based examples and syntactic knowledge using deep learning 

XII
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techniques. The results show that lexical knowledge is also important to compensate 
for the insufficient amount of data.

The third section contains two chapters on robotics research in nursing care.

Chapter 5 explores the challenges of developing humanoid robot conversational 
dialogues for nursing, especially caregiving, and discusses the introduction of 
robots into clinical practice. It identifies the main issue that needs improvement, 
that of the robot’s speech (intonation, vocal range, speech rate, etc.).

Chapter 6 is a survey of the effectiveness of robot therapy in improving symptoms 
of dementia patients and a case study by the authors.

The fourth section contains chapters that examine ways to realize the intelligence 
that will need to be provided to humanoid nursing robots and the potential ethical 
dilemma of introducing humanoid nursing robots into the medical field from the 
perspective of nurses.

Chapter 7 describes the nursing situation in Japan, PsyNACS as a specialized 
nursing database, future nursing robots, and an evolving artificial brain that links 
PsyNACS with AI using deep learning and natural language processing (NLP). 
Chapter 8 discusses the ethical dilemma of introducing robots into nursing from 
multiple perspectives and, with regards to the process of developing robots, states 
the importance of discussion and collaboration with interdisciplinary teams to 
protect patient rights and maintain safety.

Kazuyuki Matsumoto
Tokushima University,

Graduate School of Technology, Industrial and Social Sciences,
Tokushima, Japan
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Chapter 1

Mining Numbers in Text:
A Survey
Minoru Yoshida and Kenji Kita

Abstract

Both words and numerals are tokens found in almost all documents but they
have different properties. However, relatively little attention has been paid in
numerals found in texts and many systems treated the numbers found in the
document in ad-hoc ways, such as regarded them as mere strings in the same way as
words, normalized them to zeros, or simply ignored them. Recent growth of natural
language processing (NLP) research areas has change this situations and more and
more attentions have been paid to the numeracy in documents. In this survey, we
provide a quick overview of the history and recent advances of the research of
mining such relations between numerals and words found in text data.

Keywords: text mining, numeracy, survey, embedding, natural language inference

1. Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) is a research field to make machines under-
stand the meaning of a text data, which is a typically a list of words. In some cases,
texts are not understandable in their closed form, i.e., without understanding the
data other than the words. Numerals are an important form of data in such non-
word data not only because many documents are accompanied with related meta-
data such as publish dates expressed in the form of numbers, but also because the
document themselves contain numerals such as “three people”, “500 dollars”, and
“90 cm.”

Jointly mining texts and their associated numerical metadata has many varia-
tions and many studies have been proposed. For example, predicting stars given
with product review texts is typical task of such research areas. Location-aware text
mining can be considered as mining of association rules between words and posi-
tional data (i.e., longitude and latitude). Even joint learning of texts and images can
be seen as mining relations between texts and associated RGB data.

In contrast to such grounding-type research, studies on mining numerals explic-
itly written in text have been getting little attention. However, recently more and
more research studies are proposed on this area partly due to the recent advance of
deep neural network-based language modeling.

In this survey, we try to provide a quick overview of the history and recent
advances of this research field ranging from traditional tasks like information
retrieval to emerging ones such as numerical reading comprehension.
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2. Traditional tasks

Firstly, we give a survey on the systems which consider treatment of numbers
for the traditional tasks such as information retrieval (IR), question answering
(QA), and information extraction (IE). Some of the questions or queries of these
tasks require the answers to be numbers, hence requiring appropriate treatment of
numbers found in the target text.

2.1 Question answering

Question Answering (QA) is a task to find appropriate answers from text to the
questions given also in text. Because many type of questions require the answers to
be numbers e.g., 8,848 (8,849) (meters) is the answer of the question “how tall is
Everest?”, some existing QA systems treat numbers appropriately, typically in ad-
hoc heuristical ways.

For example, IBM’s PIQUANT system for TREC2003 [1] have had the sanity
checking module, which use the Cyc knowledge base to check the given answer is
valid intervals found in Cyc, e.g., rejecting “200 miles” for the questions for height
of a mountain, having the knowledge “mountains are between 1,000 and 30,000
high” from Cyc. Moriceau [2] consider more complicated situation where several
numeric answers can be extracted from different Web pages in QA system. They
proposed a way to integrate considering the nature of numbers such as number
approximations.

2.2 Information retrieval

Similarly to QA tasks, some Information Retrieval (IR) systems return the
direct “answers” to the query. Therefore, appropriate treatment of numbers is
required for some type of queries. For example, Banerjee et al. [3] introduced
Quantity Consensus Queries (QCQs), the answers for which is the quantity
intervals, such as “driving time from Paris to Nice”. Their proposed algorithm
propose and rank intervals considering whether returned snippets is included in
the intervals or not. Sarawagi and Chakrabarti [4] proposed a system to answer
quantity queries on Web tables such as “escape velocity jupiter.” Their system
contain the modules to interpret the numbers presented in the table cells to
improve the accuracy.

On the contrary, queries also can be numbers. Yoshida et al. [5] proposed a
suffix array-based text mining system enhanced with treatment of numbers, which
accept range queries like “[1,000 - 10,000] ft’.

2.3 Information extraction

Information extraction (IE) is another type of systems that return the answers to
the questions, but in this case the questions are given a priori such as “extract all
dates and places of events found in the given documents.” Many extracted infor-
mation is in numerals, so special treatment of numbers often contributes to the
improvement of the performance of IE systems.

For example, Bakalov and Fuxman [6] proposed a system to extract numerical
attributes of objects given attribute names, seed entities, and related Web pages and
properly distinguish the attributes having similar values.

Table 1 summarizes these systems.
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3. Numerical common sense acquisition

Numerical common senses acquisition is a task to obtain numerical common senses,
e.g., the height of mountains have a typical values “1,000 - 10,000 meters”. Many
numerals found on text typically describe some attributes of objects such as “25 C”
for the temperature of some city, “170 cm” for the height of some person, etc.
Obtaining such numerical common senses can contribute to improving various
kinds of systems, e.g., anomaly detection or dialogue systems, etc.

We introduce two type of tasks in this type of research. One is a task to directly
extract the common senses, and the other is a task to acquire such knowledge as
language model parameters.

3.1 Pattern-based extraction of numerical common senses

In this task, the input is a large collection of texts.1 The output is a database for
“typical values” of something.2

Typical methods for this task is to use pattern matching to obtain numerals for
each attribute described in the given text. For example, the value “80” can be
extracted from the sentence “The size of the dog is 80 cm.” using the pattern “the
size of the A is # cm.”

3.1.1 Previous methods

Aramaki et al. [7] proposed to obtain physical size of entities by using Web
search with patterns like “book (*cm x *cm)”. Bagherinezhad et al. [8] proposed to
use knowledge obtained using these patterns with object detection from images to
achieve more reliable object size knowledge. Davidov and Rappoport [9] proposed
similar approach but augment their method by obtaining terms similar to given
object using the Web and WordNet. Takamura and Tsujii [10] took similar
approach by using Web search for linguistic patterns e.g., “the size of A”, but they
enhanced their patterns with more indirect clues such as WordNet relations,

System Special Treatment for Numerals

Question Answering Systems

IBM’s PIQUANT [1] Matching numerals with values in knowledge base

Moriceau [2] Integrating multiple numerals

Information Retrieval Systems

Banerjee et al. [3] Number interval estimation for a collection of numerals

Sarawagi and Chakrabarti [4] Understanding numerals in tables

Yoshida et al. [5] Number range queries for text mining

Information Extraction Systems

Bakalov and Fuxman [6] Distinguish similar but different numerals

Table 1.
Systems for Traditional Tasks Considering Numerals.

1 It includes the case where the system uses Web search engines where the huge amount of texts are

behind the search engines.
2 It is an attribute of object in most cases.
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n-gram corpus for the explicit patterns, e.g., “A is longer than B”, and implicit
patterns, e.g., “put A in B”, through a machine learning approach to determine their
weights.

Narisawa et al. [11] proposed to obtain numerical common sense by searching
numerical expressions in Web corpus, and calculating distribution of numbers
given contexts that are given syntactically such as “verb=give, subj=he, ...” and
predict labels for given numbers in text, such as small, normal, large.

Recently, a large dataset called Distribution over Quantities (DoQ), was pro-
vided by Elazar et al. [12]. It contains ten dimensions (TIME, CURRENCY,
LENGTH, AREA, VOLUME, MASS, TEMPERATURE, DURATION SPEED,
VOLTAGE) for various kinds of words including nouns, adjectives, and verbs. They
explored co-occurrence of words and numeracy in large Web data.

Table 2 summarizes these approaches and Table 3 shows the existing data sets.

3.2 Prediction of numbers in sentences

Some researchers tried to acquire numerical common senses as parameters of
language modeling. In this type of research, the system directly predicts numbers to
fill in the blanks in texts, or assessing feasibility of the number presented in text,
without explicitly collecting above-mentioned knowledge bases.

3.2.1 Task definition

In this task, the input is a sentence, or document, where the position for a
numeral is masked. The system then outputs a likely value for the masked position.
For example, given the sentence “my five-year-old son is [MASK] cm tall.”, the

System Example Patterns Source

Aramaki et al. [7] “A (*cm x *cm)” Web search

Bagherinezhad et al. [8] “A * x * cm” Web search, Flickr

“A is * cm tall”

Objects in images

Davidov and Rappoport [9] “A is * cm tall” Web Search, TREC

Takamura and Tsujii [10] “the size of A”, Web search

“A is longer than B”,

WordNet

Narisawa et al. [11] Syntactic Patterns Web corpus

Elazar et al. [12] co-occurrence Web corpus

Table 2.
Systems for Numerical Common Sense Acquisition.

Data Source Method

DoQ [12] Web corpus Collecting co-occurred numerals for each word

Table 3.
Data set for Numerical Common Sense Acquisition.
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system is required to answer the likely value to be filled in the position of
“[MASK].”

Because the input is a sequence of words, encoder-decoder models are applicable
to this task. Especially, the BERT language model is a good match for this problem.
BERT is a deep neural network model that consists of modules called Transformers.
It is trained on the task where the input is a sequence of words with special
“[MASK]” tokens, and one of the output is the estimated original word for the
position of “[MASK]”.

3.2.2 Previous approaches

Several BERT models pretrained on a huge size of text data are available to the
public. Using such pretrained language model to predict or assess the numeracy in
documents is an emerging trend. Typically, the models are enhanced with the
ability to predict numbers by, simply using masked language models by replace the
numbers to be predicted with [MASK] tokens, or by adding numeracy inference
modules into language models or by fine-tuning setting where output is a discretized
versions of target numeracy.

Zhang et al. [13] investigated how pretrained language model like BERT can
predict (the discretized version of) the attribute with continuous numeric values
such as MASS or PRICE with evaluation with DoQ. Chen et al. [14] proposed a task
of predicting the magnitude of hidden numerals in text and provided a large dataset
called Numeracy-600 K. They also reported CNN and RNN-based models to solve
this task. Berg-Kirpatrick and Spokoyny [15] proposed more advanced model using
BERT and reported that using BERT was better than other models including BiGRU.

On the other hand, Lin et al. [16] considered more difficult task to predict
accurate number to be filled in the blank in text, like “A bird usually has [MASK]
legs”. They reported that the current pretrained models including BERT and
RoBERTa performed poorly.

A language model that did not use encoder-decoder model was also proposed.
Spithourakis and Riedel [17] proposed a language model for a sequence of words
and numerals, which gives the probability for words and numerals simultaneously.
For example, it gives the probability of the numeral “50,000” appearing just after
the word sequence “the number of video-game consoles I have is”. They introduced
the probabilities of being words or numerals for each token, and modeled the
probability for numerals independently of that of words, using some variations
including digit-based RNN and mixture of Gaussians.

Table 4 summarizes the approaches and Table 5 shows the dataset for this task.

System Model Task

Zhang et al. [13] BERT fine tuning Magnitudea prediction

Chen et al. [14] CNN, RNN Magnitude prediction

Berg-Kirpatrick and Spokoyny [15] BERT Magnitude prediction

Lin et al. [16] BERT, RoBERTa Accurate number prediction

Spithourakis and Riedel [17] generative probability Perplexity maximization

(digit-based RNN and Gaussian)
aDiscretized (binned) values, e.g., categorized by the number of digits of numerals.

Table 4.
Number Prediction Data Sets.
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4. Numeracy embeddings

Embedding or distributed representation of words has become basic building
blocks for natural language processing in recent years. It represents each word by
high-dimension vectors (typically with 50 dimensions or more) of real values.
These vectors reflect the meaning of words, such as words with similar meaning are
represented by similar3 vectors. Some researchers have investigated how numeracy
itself is modeled in such pre-trained word embedding vectors.

4.1 Task definition

Embedding vectors are also assigned to numerals such as “three”, “100”,
“million”, etc. Popular word embeddings like word2vec do not distinguish these
numerals from other words, i.e., the learning algorithms for these vectors treat
numerals and other words equally. So, it is not obvious these word vectors appro-
priately reflect the meaning of numbers, such as “100 is larger than 3” and “4 is the
next number of 3”, etc. Numeracy embedding is a task to embed such numerals in
appropriate vector representation.

4.2 Investigating pre-trained word vectors

Nowadays, word embeddings learned using huge size of corpus are provided by
various researchers. Some researchers investigated how or whether these pretrained
word vectors appropriately represent numerals.

Naik et al. [18] used GloVe, FastText, and SkipGram vectors. They compares
similarity of embedding vectors for numbers. They used two types of tasks: one is
for magnitude, e.g., vector for 4 should be more similar to 3 than 1000000, and the
other is for numeration, e.g., vector for three should be more similar to 3 than billion.
Contextualized word vectors were also considered. Wallace et al. [19] found that the
pretrained language models for DROP, which is numeracy entailment task mentioned
later sections, already captures numeracy, by testing if BiLSTM model with pre-
trained embedding pass some tests such as list maximum, decoding (e.g., convert the
string “five” to 5), taking a sum of two numbers.

4.3 Obtaining word vectors for numerals

On the other hand, developing algorithms specialized to obtain word vectors for
numerals beyond pre-trained word vectors have been proposed by some researches
in recent years.

Jiang et al. [20] proposed to obtain embedding for numbers by directly applying
Skip-Gram models to obtain embeddings for numbers taking into consideration of
meaning of numbers by taking weighted average of embeddings which is

3 Similarity of vectors is typically defined by inner product or cosine similarity of vectors.

Data Source Task

Numeracy-600 K [14] Market comments from Reuters Magnitude prediction

Table 5.
Number Prediction DataSet.
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numerically similar to the target number. They find “prototype numbers” by clus-
tering, and represent numbers as a weighted average of these prototypes.
Sundararaman et al. [21] proposed to learn embeddings for numbers, which reflect
the distance of two numbers in the number line, independently from words.

Table 6 summarizes these previous methods.

5. Numerical reading comprehension and numerical textural entailment
detection

More complex tasks such as textual entailment detection or reading comprehen-
sion also require treatment of numbers appropriately to answer some of the ques-
tions. We first mention on some early works for these tasks and then introduce
some recent systems.

5.1 Task definition

Textual entailment detection is a task to find, given some texts, sentences which
are true if the given text (called hypothesis) are true. The situation become more
complicated if the sentences contains numerals because it requires numerical
knowledge to understand the meaning of sentence. For example, we can say that the
sentence “five people are in the house.” is true given the hypothesis “two men and
three women are in the house.”, but it requires mathematical knowledge that two
plus three equals five.

Some early works for this task include numeracy modules. The system by Tsuboi
et al. [22] for textual entailment recognition task (RITE) in NTCIR-9 consider
temporal expression matching such as “the first half of Nth century” to the appro-
priate interval. The system by Iftene and Moruz [23] implemented the special rules
for numbers which create intervals considering expressions like “more than” or
“over” for the Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE-6) task.

Reading comprehension is a more complicated task, where the system is required
to answer various types of questions.

System Vector Algorithm Task

Naik et al. [18] Glove, FastText, Cosine Similarity Magnitudea prediction,

SkipGram Numerationb prediction

Wallace et al. [19] NAQANETc biLSTM List maximum, Decoding, Sum

Jiang et al. [20] Learned Cosine Similarity Magnitude prediction,

Numeration prediction

Numeral prediction

Sundararaman et al. [21] Learned Cosine Similarity, Magnitude prediction,

BiLSTM Numeration prediction

List maximum, Decoding, Sum
ae.g., 4 is more similar to 3 than 1000000.
be.g., ‘three’ is more similar to 3 than ‘billion’.
cA system proposed for DROP dataset.

Table 6.
Numeracy Embedding Systems.
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5.2 Numeracy-focused data sets

Aforementioned studies mainly focused on the “range” of the numbers, i.e., they
simply treat numbers as points or distributions defined on the number line. How-
ever, reading comprehension tasks require more advanced numeric skills such as
addition, average, maximum, etc., into language models.

This line of research typically constructs the dataset for numeracy understand-
ing task by selecting numeracy-related data from existing datasets for reading
comprehension, natural language inference, or entailment. The selected data con-
tain many questions that require understanding and calculation on numbers beyond
simple range- or distribution-based treatment of numbers.

Roy et al. [24] proposed the task of Quantity Entailment, which require numeric
reasoning to answer. Their dataset included the corpus from datasets for Recogniz-
ing Textual Entailment (RTE) task. They also proposed a method to solve these
problems with CRF-based recognition of quantity part of the text, and rule-based
recognition of entailment.

Ravichander et al. [25] proposed the EQUATE framework for quantitative rea-
soning in textual entailment, such as determining “5855 of lambs are back” is
correct given the premise “6048 lambs is either black or white and there are 193
white ones.” DROP proposed by Dua et al. [26] require systems to do operations
such as addition, counting, or sorting. The type of questions and answers in DROP
dataset varies widely, such as the question “Where did Charles travel to first” given
passages “In 1517, the King sailed to Castle. ... In 1518, he traveled to Barcelona.”
State-of-the-art methods for reading comprehension performed poorly for these
datasets (both of EQUATE and DROP) and the authors concluded that more
advanced methods are required for these new tasks for numeric reading compre-
hension.

Table 7 summarizes these datasets.

5.3 Methods

Given these datasets, more advanced models for them have been proposed.
Typical approaches given the recent advance of deep neural network technologies is
to use sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model for this task. In seq2seq models, the
sequence of words can be feed as input directly to the system, then the system also
returns another sequence of words as the output. Especially, recent pretrained
language models including BERT already contains language models trained on huge
amount of text documents, and they can be trained to return appropriate word
sequence by being trained on relatively small set of training samples (i.e., the pair of
input documents and “correct” or appropriate output for each input.) of a given
task.

Rozen et al. [27] reported that performance for existing natural language
inference (NLI) datasets can be improved by augmenting the dataset with synthetic
adversarial datasets including the ones generated by rule-based replacement of
numeric expressions found in the dataset. Geva et al. [28] reported that adding

Data Set Source Task

DROP [26] Wikipedia Question answering

EQUATE [25] News, Reddit, Synthetic Entailment

Table 7.
Numeracy-Focused Data Sets.
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synthetic numerical tasks to BERT pretraining steps with fine tuning on DROP
dramatically improved the score for DROP. Ran et al. [29] proposed to inject graph-
based numerical reasoning module between embedding and prediction modules,
which outperformed existing machine reading comprehension models on the DROP
dataset.

Table 8 summarizes these approaches.

6. Solving math word problems

Math word problem texts are a typical type of documents that contain numerals
and words extensively and require deep understanding of the meaning of numerals.
Developing a system that automatically solve math word problems is thus one major
research task in this area.

6.1 Task definition

In this task, the problem is given in a text that contains numerals, e.g., “How
much How much would it cost to buy 12 apples at 1.1 dollars each?”, and systems
are required to provide a solution for the problem, e.g., 12� 1:1 ¼ 13:2 dollars.
Recent approaches for this task typically use deep neural networks that take a
sequence of words as inputs. These inputs are transformed through several layers
and used to produce the final output. Variety of output forms are considered by
previous methods, including simple seq2seq models (i.e., outputs are also sequences
of words) and sequence-to-tree models (i.e., outputs are in tree forms that repre-
sent equations to calculate the answers.)

Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) is a typical approach for this task. Ling et al.
[30] provided their original dataset with 100,000 samples, and proposed a method
to generate answer rationales which are human-readable instructions to derive the
answers using a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model. Saxton et al. [31] investi-
gate the ability of existing sequence to sequence architectures including Trans-
former for mathematical reasoning (e.g., “Solve 41 + 132”) with free-form texts.

Some researchers have tried to produce graphs that represent the mathematical
operations to directly produce the answers to the questions. Amini et al. [32]
provided a dataset for math word problems called MathQA. They also proposed the
sequence-to-Program model to solve this task. The approach by Zhang et al. [33]
uses a new architecture called Graph2Tree, which uses graphs constructed from
texts independently from BiLSTM encoders. They tested their system on MAWPS
data set. [34] Lample and Charton [35] showed that neural models can solve math-
ematical problems such as symbolic integration and solving differential equations
using sequence-to-sequence approaches.

Table 9 summarizes the existing data sets and Table 10 summarizes the systems
for this task proposed so far.

System Method Base Model

Rozen et al. [27] Data augmentation BERT

Geva et al. [28] Subtask addition BERT

Ran et al. [29] Adding reasoning module NAQANet

Table 8.
Numeracal Reading Comprehension Systems.
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7. Other tasks

Yoshida et al. [36] considered a problem of estimating appropriate units for the
numbers found in Wikipedia tables when units were omitted. Elazar and Goldberg
[37] considered the problem to infer the omitted head related to numerals such as
“It is worth about two million __.”

Chen et al. [38] proposed the numeral attachment task, which determine what
entity is the number presented in text related. They also proposed the task of
numeral categorization, which is to classify numerals presented in financial text
into 7 or 17 categories [39].

The task proposed by Chaganty and Liang [40] was to describe given numerals
by examples, such as “$131 million is about the cost to employ everyone in Texas
over a lunch period.”

8. Conclusions

The relations between numerals and words found in text data has been paid little
attention compared to other areas in natural language processing. This paper pro-
vided the overview of this field ranging from the systems for traditional tasks such
as information retrieval tor the relatively recent tasks like reading comprehension.

We categorized the previous researches into 6 types: traditional tasks, numerical
common sense acquisition, numeracy embeddings, numerical reading comprehen-
sion, solving math word problems, and others. The first two tasks have been studied
relatively long time, while the remaining topics is emerging with recent advances of
neural language models.

In Section 2, we introduced some previous systems that have numerical modules
for traditional tasks like QA, IE, and IR. In Section 3, we introduced numerical
common sense acquisition where typical approaches are pattern-based extraction
and parameter estimation for language models. In Section 4, numeracy embedding,

System Method Input Output

Ling et al. [30] Seq2seq GRE/GMAT-style Answer rationalesa

Saxton et al. [31] Seq2seq Free-form text Solution

Amini et al. [32] Sequence-to-Program GRE/GMAT-style Solution

Zhang et al. [33] Seq2seq, Graph2Tree Free-form text Solution

Lample and Charton [35] Seq2seq Equations Solution
alinguistic instructions to calculate answers.

Table 9.
Systems for Math Word Problem Solving.

Data Source

MAWPS [34] Collected through the Web interface

AQuA [30] Originally created

MathQA [32] Enhancing AQuA

Table 10.
Math Word Problem Datasets.
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where the goal is assigning appropriate real-valued vectors to numerals, was intro-
duced, Section 5 introduced numerical reading comprehension and numerical
entailment, that require more advanced numerical understanding of text. The task
of solving math word problems, which are typical type of texts that contain
numerals extensively, was introduced in Section 6, and Section 7 touched on other
unique tasks.

Recent increase of the dataset and resources focusing on numeracy will
accelerate the development of the systems with the ability of understanding
numeracy in text.
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Chapter 2

Towards a Personalized Web
Services Composition Approach
Sarra Abidi, Fathia Bettaher and Myriam Fakhri

Abstract

Generally available Web Services (WS) can not meet the complex needs of users
and their adaptation to the environment remains a major problem for the design of
information systems. The web services composition comes to address the satisfac-
tion of new and complex needs such as the process we find in most organizations.
Its purpose is to perform several services to meet user demand. The satisfaction of
a user needs a dynamic and reusable environment to meet those needs. In this
context, the user interactions are essential. From there, in this work, we define two
objectives: i) propose a service composition approach that allows dynamic services
composition and its purpose is to meet a need. ii) Propose a personalization
approach for Web services composition which allows the reuse of services while
adopting for the context of each user. Our approach is based on the use of ontologies
and user profile.

Keywords:Web services composition, personalization, ontologies, user profile

1. Introduction

Nowadays, we find a large number of services available on the Web and in
different directories, where a Web service is an application made available on
internet. These services are generally defined by their function, input/output [1–3],
which allow their reuse. However, user requirements are continually evolving, so
the available services can not meet all needs especially the most complex ones. The
composition of services is coming precisely to answer these two questions. After
analyzing several definitions (Fekih et al) [4], (Shanchen et al) [5], (Yuan et al) [6],
we hold two views on the services composition; According to (Shanchen et al) [5]
who has a vision process on the services composition: “The composition is the
selection process, combination and implementation services to accomplish a given
objective.”

A second view more global is that of (Fekih et al) [4], “The composition then
being an effective way to create, run, and maintain services that depend on other
services.”

Based on these definitions, we believe that the services composition has
essentially two objectives:

• Combine basic services to meet a need that no service has been solved.

• Define the interaction between services.
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We distinguish two types of composition services; “Orchestration” is the process
of programming a central engine which, on its part, controls and calls all services
according to a predefined process. Added to that, it defines the order of execution of
services [7]. “Choreography”, for its part, aims to achieve a common goal between a
set of Web services. The collaboration between each web service collection (part of
the composition) is described by control flow [8].

Regarding categories of the services composition, we distinguish between; on
the one hand, a static composition which uses a fixed manner services defined in
advance, which are unchanged and independent of the client context [9] and “a
dynamic composition” which occurs when running within the constraints required
by the client [9]. “A semi-dynamic composition” combines the two types men-
tioned previously. On the other hand, we find a “manual composition” which
considers that the responsible is the user who generates the composition by hand via
a text editor and without using dedicated tools. “The semi-automatic composition”
is a step forward compared to the static composition, to the extent that its tech-
niques make semantic proposals to help in the selection of Web services. “Auto-
matic composition” is the automation of the entire composition process, without
any user intervention.

Given the continuous increase of heterogeneous information sources and the
diversity of user requirements, retrieval information systems deliver massive
results. In this context, these results generate subsequent information that
disorients the user to distinguish what is relevant from what is not.

In literature, the term “personalization” knows a success. Let us look at the
opinion of (Kostadinov) [10], which announces that “the personalization of infor-
mation comes from a set of individual preferences, by ordering criteria or semantic
rules”. Such specifications allow obtaining the quality level desired and data
arrangements. In this context, personalization of information is a major challenge
for the IT industry to the extent that the relevance of the information delivered its
intelligibility and its adaptation to the uses and preferences constitute as well as key
factors of success or rejection of these systems [11]. We believe so that he will be
very useful to incorporate personalization for composing Web services.

Section 2 presents the related work describing the personalization approaches
for web service composition. Section 3 presents an overview of the proposed
approach, the user profile orientation, the used ontologies, and the personalization
based knowledge. Section 4 explains the user’s profile construction. Section 5 pre-
sents the user’s request personalization process. Section 6 treats the personalization
of composition services. After that, we present an illustrative example. And we
finalize by experimentation and evaluation of the proposal.

2. Related work

Many existing approaches in the literature treat the concept of personalization
for Web service composition. In this regard, (Fekih et al) [4] [present an approach
that is both semi-automatic and semantic one hand, user intervention is necessary,
where it is represented from its profile and its preferences. Furthermore, the service
selection is made up of a semantic description based on OWL-S [12]. It is also
important to note that the authors present the service selection process in three
stages namely, the query expression that integrates the user profile where this last
based on real information (name, date of birth). The service discovery. The final
step is the validation of the research by the user that declares whether the user is
satisfied or not, knowing that failure to user satisfaction, the whole process will be
repeated.
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Shanchen et al [5] thinks that a context classification is important. We distin-
guish then between the U-context (user context), the W-context (web service
context), and R-context (context Resource). On the one hand, the context classifi-
cation allows to better establishing customization, and consistency can check the
status of a Web service after being personalized. On the other hand, the three
classes classified are interconnected. The user is the so most dynamic component: its
needs, its preferences, and its conditions always vary. The resource is the stable
component which characteristics and constraints can be known in advance.

Mcheick H et al. [13, 14] present a crucial adaptation of Web services face the
changes that may affect them. The approach aims to resolve Web service adaptation
problem. It is based on the principle of adding two components named “Manager of
appearance” and “context manager”.

Not to forget, to include correspondence from ontologies based on lexical data-
base (Word net) [15]. In [6], authors believe it is useful to store the context before
its release in the selection process and the composition of Web services. This
therefore provides a rich and reliable representation of data captured in the form of
ontology, based thereafter on mathematical formulas for algorithms of semantic
correspondence [16].

Given that a composition of services intended to meet the need for a user. Based
on this principle, and thus returning the compositional approaches presented in the
previous section, we note that regardless of the approach proposed, it still lacks
personalization throughout the composition process from the user’s request pending
the outcome of composite service. Indeed, we choose the user profile as a medium
to introduce personalization.

The following section provides an overview of the proposed approach by
presenting the choice of user’s profile, the choice of the used ontologies, and the
choice of personalization’s forms.

3. A general overview

This section presents first an overview of the proposed approach. Second, it
explains the choice of user profile. Third, it presents the chosen types of ontologies.
And finally, we present the different chosen forms of personalization.

This architecture provides a global perspective that concerns personalization of
the request, and the development, management and operation of Web services.
Thus, it essentially consists of three layers. As shown in Figure 1, the first one
presents a user profile construction process based on ontologies. The second layer is
the personalization of the user’s request, which consists of the evaluation of the
request based on the constructed user profile. The last layer consists in the person-
alization of composition processes using also the user profile.

3.1 Orientation user profile

Currently, user profiles play a very important role in all digital environments
[17]. Profile integration is one of the ways systems that can be adapted to users in
digital environments. Each information system based on services or services com-
position should primarily support resources in order to meet the changes in system
use required.

The user model is a representation of information about an individual user that
is essential for an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect. From there, we
define a user profile as “necessary information may be necessary to guide the user’s
request personalization”. So, personalization is defined by a set of specific individual
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preferences for each user. As the profile includes data collected from users that are
effective in evaluating a request, then we relied on the profile technical based on
ontologies; we choose to use a short-term profile constructed from the domain
ontology and a long-term profile constructed from the ontology of the user. We will
explain more in what follows the process of user’s profile creation.

3.2 The used ontologies

When we talk about data representation, we are looking for tools that can enrich
and strengthen the efforts of these. Thus, we work in a dynamic environment; we
need a reusability of knowledge. Besides, for our approach, we need a tool for
indexing and information retrieval. This is why our choice is for the ontology.

Our approach is based on: domain ontology and user ontology. The domain
ontology is an indispensable resource for the personalization process. Indeed, the
more the context of the application, the domain is also an important factor for a
personalization process. For the ontology of the user, since the choice of data is very
important insofar as it specifies the information needed to present a user and its
preferences, we are based on the multidimensional approach (Kostadinov D) [10]
in the first place, then we have taken the approach of (Katifori) [18] which allows
the passage of data about the user to the concepts representatives in the user’s
ontology thereafter.

3.3 Personalization based on knowledge

Personalization can take many forms; include in this the “result of filtering”
often known by eliminating unwanted data rather than looking for specific data
within the same document flow. A second form is “the query’s enriching” where
personalization is defined as learning achieved from the preferences given by the
users for the reformulation of the query thereafter.

Seeing that we need a reformulation of query and search for specific data, we
retain the “the request enrichment”. Personalization is then defined as learning
made by users for the reformulation of the request thereafter. Indeed, in our
approach, the query undergoes enrichment from the two ontologies (domain
ontology and user’s ontology).

Figure 1.
Overview of the approach.
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4. User’s profile conception

For the implementation of a user’s profile technique, we essentially based on two
approaches: (1) The multidimensional approach (Kostadinov D) [10] and (2)
(Gauch S) approach [19]. This choice is explained by the fact that these two
approaches have two complementary forms of personalization. Thus, (Kostadinov
D) approach [10] aims to propose a set of open dimensions, able to accommodate
most information characterizing Profile. It is based primarily on seven dimensions
that are (personal data, center of interest, domain ontology, the expected quality of
the delivered results, personalization, security and confidentiality) (Figure 2).

Otherwise, since the classification, organization and structuring of profile data is
a key element of personalization, so we have chosen Gauch [19] approach which
aims to create a profile of ontology-based user without using the user interaction
based on a classification of concepts.

To set up a personalization process, it is essential to choose its type to apply. Two
main issues arise in this respect; the first issue deals with the dimensions of user
context and the second addresses the choice of personalization’s form. We are
interested in the first question, so it is useful to study a user’s context before
proceeding to the description of the dimensions for the latter.

Since a context is composed of several dimensions [20], we distinguish a social
dimension that describes the potential membership of the user. It may be; individual,
group or community. A time dimension that is interested in the temporal context of
the need, we thus distinguish between a short-term intention and a long-term
intention. The first type is related to the needs and preferences of the user during a
search session for information, while the long-term context (personalization)
reflects the needs and persistent user preferences [21]. Finally, an application
dimension is interested in application area.

Regarding the dimensions, we have the following choices: Personal data, this
dimension is composed of two parts: a static part of the profile and a dynamic part.
The static part concerns the following three: (1) “ the user’s identity”, (2) “ demo-
graphic data”, (3) “physical description”. The dynamic part subclass concerns the
sub-class “category”. For the center of interest, a user may be interested in several
concepts. Indeed, we do in this user’s modeling framework differentiation between
its various needs. We will explain in the next section the used ontologies (Figure 3).

In order to highlight the user profile, we illustrate this using the example shown
below. Thus, a profile can be defined by the following concepts: Identity which
defined by the first-name (Philippe), and the last-name (Arno). The second con-
cept is U-profession specifies the user’s work (nurse). U-Civil-status indicates if the

Figure 2.
Process of user’s profile conception.
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user is married or not. U-experience specifies the period of work as a nurse (Five
years). The concept U-Medical-service specifies that the nurse works in the urology
department. U-address presents the nurse’s workplace (C.H.U-de-Bordeaux).
Finally, U-Grade specifies what nurse’s type is involved, which is linked to the
experience (Figure 4).

5. Personalization of web services composition

The personalization of Web services composition process starts from “User’s
request personalization” process which based on the constructed user’s profile. It
allows the user to express their needs, by performing first, a (first enrichment)
query from a short-term user profile. After the deployment of data acquired, the
application undergoes a (second enrichment) from the data of a long-term profile
leading subsequently to a personalized query, which will be the basis of the next
layer. In this way, an end-user profile based on ontologies is constructed. Finally,
we should mention that if a user needs to make updates to some data, it uses the
user profile.

The services composition processes is essentially based on 3 steps which are:
decomposition into subqueries, discovery and selection of services and proposal of
composition’s plans. For our approach we followed the same steps by adding the
notion of personalization and we choose a semantic Web services. Thus, the
dynamic process proceeds as follows. The process starts from a personalized query
to invoke as the end the services necessary to meet the expressed needs. It gives us
output, a set ordered services for execution. Thus, the process started from a
decomposition and verification of sub-queries. In fact, this is based on a comparison

Figure 3.
User profile model.

Figure 4.
User profile example.
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of the profile parameter which had been added to the request and the WS Context
parameter. The second step is a personalized discovery and selection for Web
services: This phase is based on a semantic description for the discovery and
relevant selection of personalized Web services (Figure 5).

Given that a personalized query is identified by three parameters (InpReq,
OutRep, ProfReq) and a Web service (WS) is identified by (Input, Output,
Context), so actually the selection of services in a personalized way is as follows:

• First, check the compatibility of inputs of a personalized query and inputs of a
Web services.

• Secondly, check the compatibility of the outputs of a personalized query and
outputs of a Web services.

• Thirdly, check the compatibility of the profile for a personalized query and
context of a web service.

If the comparison between the different parameters is validated, so the process
goes to the next step which is “the personalized services composition”.

From this validation is calculated the similarity between the different settings
using the algorithms presented below. Thus, the services were selected in a non-
predefined order, so they were selected and ordained dynamically to meet the needs
of the user.

Figure 5.
Architecture of the proposed approach.
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If the comparison between the three query parameters and WS is not validated
so we will go only to compare the inputs, and the profile with context in the same
way mentioned. If that is validated, the result is satisfying, if not; we will compare
the profile with the context. If it is approved, so we have a proposed composition
plans, referring to ontology “Word net”, if not there’s no result.

As a consequence, the new parameters (Profile and Context) that we have added
are responsible for a personalized Web services composition or not. In this way, the
process makes a composition of relevant personalized services in choice, in number
and scheduling services. To clarify the proposed approach, we present on the
following section an illustrative example of medicines circuit.

Algorithm 1: Discovery module

Inputs: SRq, bestsw
Outputs: SWF
Taux-sim 0
For each s in SW do
If similarity (SRq, s) Taux-sim so
Taux-sim similarity (SRq, s)

SWF  s
End if
End for
bestsw Better(SWF)

returns SWF

Algorithm 2: Semantic similarity.

Inputs: SW, SRq
Outputs: Taux-sim.
Taux-sim 0
If (EntReq=EntSW) and (SortReq=SortSW) and(ProfReq=ContxtSW) so
Taux-sim 3
else if (EntReq) included (EntSW) and (SortSW) inclus (SortReq) and
(ProfReq) included (ContxtSW) so
Taux-sim 2
Else if (SortReq) included (SortSW) and (ProfReq) inclded (ContxtSW) so
Taux-sim 1
else
Taux-sim 0
End if

6. Illustrative example

To highlight the interest of the proposed approach, we present a case study of a
medicines circuit application in a health facility.

Healthcare organizations are highly dynamic working environments which are
facing the challenge of delivery personalized services to their patients in a very cost-
effective and efficient way. Many reports in the healthcare field state that there is an
“absence of real progress towards applying advances in information technology to
improve administrative and clinical processes” [22]. Furthermore, in healthcare
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organizations, the lack of personalization of contemporary enterprise information
systems is considered as a major obstacle in improvement of organizational and
medical treatment processes.

Let us start with the following case in which the clinician writes a nominative
prescription. The pharmacist valids the prescription after a pharmaceutical analysis.
Drug doses issued to the clinical are unitary and nominative (ready to be adminis-
tered to the patient) and respect the administration plan for the next 24 hours. The
renewal of the grant by 24-hour period is provided by the pharmacy (chemistry) if
the prescription is still valid.

This scenario presents a situation where the actor tries to satisfy a need for a
complex query. There is an executable composition to satisfy him. Indeed, as part of
his mission, he must prepare medicines to administer for its care unit patients from
a stock.

This activity is usual for the nurse/pharmacist (chemist), to know arrangement
of patient medicine and the preparation according to the medicines type.

We suppose that we have a certain number of services as shown in Table 1, in a
repository in which we distinguish.

In the following, we present the process of medicines preparation in the case of a
personalized composition and a non-personalized one.

6.1 Query expression step

To specify his purpose, the actor can formulate his need as follows by expressing
his purpose. Thus, given the following request, the preparation can therefore be
carried out as follows. Preparation by medicines type and arrangement per patient.

User’s query: Prepare(medicines-list, doses-list, date, care-unit-list) ∧ Arrangement(care-unit-list,
patient-list).

We distinguish between two different requests; a non-personalized request and
personalized one, knowing that the personalized request is enriched by a user profile
which contains the following information (profession, experience) (Table 2).

Thus, in our approach we defend that the personalization must start since the
expression of the request because it allows giving more information about the user
and his environment. This will make it possible to define a more specific context for
each actor.

Service’s
number

Service’s name Service’s role

S1 Pharma preparation Medicines preparation according to their types

S2 Pharma arrangement Medicines arrangement for each patient

S3 Pharma edition Save and print package

S4 Pharma verification Verify authorized doses for each patient

S5 Pharma attribution Assign medicines for each patient

S6 Pharma compatibility-
verification

For each patient, check the compatibility of
medicines

Table 1.
Selected web services.
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6.2 Research and services selection step

Having doubts about the choice of services. The user resorts to the automatic
selection based on a repository of services and a basic knowledge (which is an
example of a composition plan). Thus, for the services rendered by a non-
personalized request, we will obtain the services S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6. This is
explained by the fact that the profession’s actor is not defined. Therefore, the
system offers all services. However, for the services rendered by a personalized
request, based on the profile parameters and as a nurse she has the right to perform
services S1, S2, S3, and S6. In addition, for “Pharma verification-compatibility”
service; the pharmacist has no right to verify medicines compatibility for a patient.
But rather, checks the compatibility between medicines (Table 3).

6.3 Services composition step

Services composition result is based on a similarity measurement algorithm and
a dynamic discovery between different parameters. Starting from a non-
personalized request (Figure 6), the system proposes the following composition
plans. A nurse must first verify the authorized doses for each patient. Then, she
prepares medicines by their types. After that, she attributes for each patient his
mentioned medicines. The next service allows arranging medicines according to
each patient. On Urology-unit and through “PHARMA Compatibility-Verification”,
the system allows knowing the compatibility between Paola and Digoxine. Finally,
the actor saves the order.

For personalized query (Figure 7), through profile integration, the system pro-
poses three services for a nurse. Thus, from her profession and experience, she can

Non-personalized request Personalized request

Prepare([Brilinta/180 mg,
Amiodarone/120 mg,
Digoxine/160 mg, Plavix/300 mg,
Vérapamil/250 mg], doses-list,
26/11/2016, urology)

∧
Arrangement(urology,

[Paul/Brilinta/180 mg,
Frederic/Amiodarone/120 mg/,
Paoula/Digoxine/160 mg,
Celine/Plavix/300 mg,
Maria/Vérapamil/250 mg])

Prepare([Brilinta/180 mg,
Amiodarone/120 mg,
Digoxine/160 mg,
1111Plavix/300 mg,
Vérapamil/250 mg], doses-list,
26/11/2016, urology)

∧
Arrangement(urology,
[Paul/Brilinta/180 mg,
Frederic/Amiodarone/120 mg/,
Paoula/Digoxine/160 mg,
Celine/Plavix/300 mg,
Maria/Vérapamil/250 mg])

∧
∃ user(nurse, [5 years = a block nurse,
6 years = referring nurse])

Table 2.
Presentation of the two request types.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Results of non-personalized request ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Results of personalized request ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 3.
Service research results for both types of queries.
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begin with the preparation of medicines by their types. Since this actor has already
worked as a referring nurse, the system proposes for her to arrange medicines for each
patient. Finally, the last service is “PHARMA Edition”which allows saving the order.

In that way, we have proved that the profile integration influences to have a
personalized request that results in an impact on research and selection of services
in order to obtain a personalized composition.

Figure 6.
Composition result for a non-personalized query.
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7. Experimentation and evaluation of the proposal

The main objective of this experiment is to show that the user profile integration
increases the number of relevant services. Thereafter, we will get a corresponding
composition to the personalized user query. For this, we used two query types; a
non-personalized query and a personalized query, where appropriate valuation
measures are mainly based on precision and recall.

• Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant services found by the filter to the
number of relevant services available.

Recall = Number of selected relevant services / (number of relevant selected services+ number of relevant
non-selected services).

Based on Figure 8, we notice that the recall for a personalized query is high
compared to a non-personalized query. This is due to the recall which is always the
number of relevant selected services over all relevant services. So the user will have
access to information that he wished to have.

Figure 7.
Composition result for a personalized query.
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• Precision is the proportion of relevant services among the selected services.

Precision = Number of relevant selected services / (number of relevant selected services + number of
non-relevant selected services).

As shown in Figure 9, the accuracy for a personalized query is high compared to
non-personalized. However from a number of services equal to 27, the curve for a
personalized query is the same for a non-personalized query. This is explained by
the precision which is the number of relevant selected services over all services.

8. Conclusion and perspectives

This paper presents a dynamic approach for personalization of Web services
composition. First, the construction of a user profile from domain ontology and
user’s ontology is a key point for personalization, which leads to the construction of
a personalized query where each user may have personal data that is stored in a

Figure 9.
Precision measurement curve.

Figure 8.
Recall measurement curve.
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parameter named “Profile”. On the one hand these data facilitate the personaliza-
tion subsequently, hence the construction of a corresponding request to the need of
the user. On the other hand, the process is based on a similarity measure algorithm
for the personalized discovery of web services, which allows thereafter establishing
a personalized composition.

This approach has a dynamic modeling for user not only for the query
expression but also the composition process.

We should note that a scaling test is in progress as Web services adapted to our
needs are not available. So, we were forced to edit them manually, which took a
long time. But we are working on the scaling (we increase the number of services
and we observe the result).

As a future work, we can identify two interesting perspectives. The first one is
How to improve the results relevance in terms of selected services. The second one
is how to respond to business needs in dynamic contexts.

The second perspective is to design compositions that integrate a personalization
for business process satisfaction and user satisfaction.
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Chapter 3

Humanistic Next-Generation 
Artificial Intelligence Capable of 
Association
Seiji Tsuchiya

Abstract

The third artificial intelligence (AI) boom focused on the “handling of large 
amounts of data” and “automated learning.” One may think that AI can do anything 
because it is capable of automated learning, but there are still many problems that 
AI must tackle. The “necessity of a large amount of data” is and will become an 
even more significant problem. Obtaining an accurate solution from small amounts 
of data requires imagination and the detection of trends from a small number of 
phenomena. One approach is to add artificial data. For example, data can be created 
by intentionally including noise, and the variation may be expanded by a crossover. 
Different data can be generated by association or inference. Needless to say, these 
are artificial data and are not correct cases. “Humanistic AI” must be implemented 
by devising a scheme to allow accurate learning from small amounts of data. I think 
that the days when robots are considered enemies are transient and robots will soon 
be recognized as good partners that support humans instead of being rivals.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, humanistic AI, association, inference

1. Introduction

The third artificial intelligence (AI) boom focused on the “handling of large 
amounts of data” and “automated learning.” Collecting and learning information 
expressed in various forms in a variety of fields can lead to the automated detection 
of knowledge and rules. One may think that AI can do anything because it is capable 
of automated learning, but there are still many problems that AI must tackle. The 
“necessity of a large amount of data” is and will become an even more significant 
problem.

Large amounts of data are indispensable to statistic processing. In other words, 
problems where data cannot be collected cannot be solved. One view is that “prob-
lems where the collection of data is difficult are not big problems anyway, and 
therefore, can be ignored.” Is this really acceptable? Ignoring a problem because the 
amount of data is small separates problems into those that can and those that cannot 
be processed using AI. Stretching in this direction leads to the formation of gaps, 
which then leads to discrimination and information gaps. Therefore, although an 
effective use of information technology should be accessible to the weak, a totally 
opposite scenario may occur.
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2. Problems in Japan

The population of Japan is approximately 120 million, which is about one tenth 
of that of all of the Western countries combined or that of China. As a consequence, 
the amount of data that a large country can collect in 1 month takes around a year to 
collect in Japan. Therefore, Japan cannot win against large countries, as the perfor-
mance of AI is currently governed by the amount of collected data.

Therefore, AI developed abroad will be imported and used. This is sufficient 
to some extent from a macroscopic point of view. However, Japan is a very unique 
group as compared to large countries, a fact that is often overlooked because Japan 
is highly ranked, for instance, in terms of economy. Many aspects of the Japanese 
culture are peculiar; hence, there will be some unreasonableness if AI developed 
abroad is used as-is. From a microscopic point of view, Japanese people have to put 
up with some issues in their lives.

For example, a translation service that a large company provides for free mis-
translated “Sakaisuji Line,” which is a subway line in Osaka, as “Muscular Line,” and 
“Sakaisuji” as “thigh muscle.” This is a big problem for people living in Japan, and 
international sightseeing visitors will be bewildered (Figure 1) [1].

This type of mistake can be easily detected and resolved by Japanese people. In 
contrast, for companies providing services globally, a small mistake in a specific 
region in a single country might not be an issue. Indeed, this mistranslation must 
not have been viewed as a problem that needed to be addressed, because no cor-
rection was made for a long time after this problem was reported. Thinking from 
a global macroscopic viewpoint naturally emphasizes covering more countries, 
regions, and languages. However, minority groups must clearly understand this 
issue: systems are not always created and provided with sufficient consideration to 
minority groups.

3. Limits of statistical processing

Having more data is not always better. For example, consider someone who loves 
“tomatoes” very much and eats tomatoes every day. A favorite friend’s birthday is 
approaching, and he wants to give this friend a present. After consultation with 
various acquaintances, the recommendation was to “give my favorite thing as a 
present.” He therefore decided to give “tomatoes” as the birthday present because 
“I love ‘tomatoes’ so much; I eat them every day.” Is this a good idea?

Figure 1. 
Example of a translation service.
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Of course not. Giving “tomatoes” as a birthday present clearly contradicts 
common sense. However, “giving my favorite thing as a present to others” is not a 
wrong idea. Had the person loved “cakes” instead of “tomatoes,” then giving “cakes” 
as a birthday present to his favorite friend would have been a very successful result. 
Then, what is the difference between “tomatoes” and “cakes”? These are both food! 
Distinguishing these just by using statistical processing is very difficult. In contrast, 
the “tomatoes” lover might be very happy when very rare, top-grade tomatoes are 
given to him as a birthday present.

As is evident from this example, schemes that do not simply analyze large 
amounts of data but instead analyze high-quality data or give solutions with good 
precision will be indispensable.

Many data can be collected if the target is large. One resolution when a large 
amount of data cannot be collected is to increase the denominator by increasing 
the target domain. A considerable amount of data can be collected in this case, 
but a large amount of irrelevant data will also be collected. In contrast, purging 
unnecessary data that become the noise leads to the narrowing of the target domain. 
Characteristic data can be collected by focusing on a certain domain, but this results 
in the problem of how to collect large amounts of data in the limited domain.

The issue of quantity and quality is basically a trade-off relationship. Collecting 
large amounts of data is necessary to cover various cases and to judge the importance 
of certain things by investigating the frequency. Therefore, the shortcut to obtaining 
high-quality data is to secure the variation and sufficient data for determining the 
relative importance.

4. Mechanism to derive the solution from less data

Obtaining an accurate solution from small amounts of data requires imagination 
and the detection of trends from a small number of phenomena. One approach is to 
add artificial data. For example, data can be created by intentionally including noise, 
and the variation may be expanded by a crossover. Different data can be generated 
by association or inference. Needless to say, these are artificial data and are not cor-
rect cases. However, if an environment where very delicate simulations are possible 
can be obtained, artificial data that are not true, but very close, may be created.

We humans can, without actually experiencing everything, imagine and think 
by reading books or listening to others’ experiences. Simulated experience is valu-
able. I think that computers can also respond to simulated data. However, comput-
ers are not as imaginative as humans. Common sense is necessary when imagining 
things. The timing, circumstances, and situation must be taken into account. 
Moreover, judgments must consider the position of the counterpart, human rela-
tions, the atmosphere, and the underlying background.

However, current computers are not capable of this task, which is understand-
able because computers live in a world of “0”s and “1”s and things are considered and 
handled as symbols. AI that can support humans and can be active as partners need 
a mechanism that has common sense and can understand and share human feelings.

5. Implementation of humanistic AI

I founded the Artificial Intelligence Engineering Research Center at Doshisha 
University in 2018, and I am now its Director. Many professors who focus on various 
AI-related research work at this research center and are conducting research on AI 
from diverse viewpoints. I am particularly interested in the “implementation of 
humanistic AI” [2].
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“Humanistic” has two aspects: one is “common knowledge,” which is “what 
everyone knows,” and the other is “common sense,” which is “conscience and sound 
consideration and judgment.” “What everyone knows” can be statistically processed 
because it can be found explicitly in dictionaries or is what many people agree 
upon. However, “conscience and sound consideration and judgment” is very tricky. 
It depends on ethics, morals, manners, virtues, and cultures; thus, the “correct” 
answer is vague, and judgments can vary from person to person. However, there can 
be some guidelines such as “this is not good” or “this is impossible” (Table 1).

Examples of expressions that the Japanese use casually are “the size of 20 
Koshien Stadiums” and “input single-byte alphanumeric characters in this field.” 
These expressions are not strange to the Japanese but are difficult to understand 
for people outside of Japan. A person unfamiliar with the size of the “Koshien 
Stadium” cannot relate to what the term “the size of 20 Koshien Stadiums” means. 
“Single-byte alphanumeric characters” are different from “double-byte” characters, 
and this expression does not make sense to Westerners who do not use double-byte 
characters that appear in languages such as Japanese and Chinese. Another example 
is the following conversation of a married couple: “Help with housework when you 
are off from work!” “I’m ceaselessly driving a truck, so please let me rest on those 
rare days off!” The assumption that “the wife is doing the housework, and the truck 
driver is the husband” is a very outdated common sense in the current world of 
gender equality.

“Conscience and sound consideration and judgment” therefore changes with, 
for example, the timing, circumstances, sex, age group, region, position, and/or era. 
Trying to learn this automatically results in a lack of data. The population of Japan 
is already small, and classifying data by sex, age group, or region further reduces 
the amount of data. However, “humanistic AI” must be implemented under these 
circumstances by devising a scheme to allow accurate learning from small amounts 
of data (Figure 2).

Figure 2. 
Example of “humanistic AI.”

Common knowledge Common sense

Meaning What everyone knows Conscience and sound
Consideration and judgment

Definition Found explicitly in dictionaries The “correct” answer is vague

Judgments of people Many people agree upon Judgments can vary from
person to person

Table 1. 
“Humanistic” has two aspects.
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6. Estimation of emotions from language

My specialty is AI with an emphasis on natural language processing. In particular, 
I have continued to study emotions ever since I started research. With the widespread 
use of smartphones, speech input is gaining popularity again. New search methods 
by the use of Siri in iPhones and smart speakers have been proposed, and these are 
becoming accepted. Further advances in technology and the day when everyone can 
freely use sophisticated computers are being anticipated. One solution is to use the 
means of communication between humans as the means to use computers. When 
robots that can coexist and live together with humans are developed, the ability of 
robots to understand humans, judge human emotions, and sympathize with humans 
should be a very important element. Therefore, I focused on reading the emotions of 
the counterpart from the contents of one’s speech and proposed a method to judge 
the speaker’s emotions by analyzing the contents of the speech (Figure 3) [3–5].

Emotions were judged on the basis of a knowledge database where emotions 
were defined for 406 combinations of 203 objective word categories and two verb 
and normal and nominal adjective word categories, or for 8024 combinations of 34 
objective word categories; 59 verb and normal and nominal adjective word catego-
ries; active or passive voice (two categories); and positive or negative form (two 
categories). When categorizing objective words and verb and normal and nominal 
adjective words, the ambiguity is judged from the relationships between words 
(Figure 4). To effectively use this knowledge database where a small amount of 
knowledge is registered to judge processing and emotions, I developed a proprietary 
“concept base” that automatically interprets limited knowledge broadly to respond 
to diverse expressions [6–9] (Figure 5). One result showed that this proposed 
method is capable of reproducing 74.2% of the emotion judgment ability.

The “concept base” has been developed for over 20 years by my research group. 
“Word2vec,” which has gained considerable popularity recently, is a dictionary built 
on a similar concept [10]. Word2vec appeared recently; thus, my feeling is that “the 
times have finally caught up with our ideas.” Word2vec is a method that expresses 
the meaning of a word using multiple numbers on the basis of the hypothesis 
that “the meaning of a word can be characterized using words that collocate with 

Figure 3. 
Outline of the emotion judgment system.
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it.” In other words, a word is expressed using a vector in an arbitrary dimension. 
Expressing the meaning with multiple numbers requires learning from large 
amounts of data. One method is “Skipgram” that learns words close to a given word 
(Figure 6), and another is “CBoW,” which learns words that often appear when a 
certain number of words exist (Figure 7).

Figure 6. 
Image of Skipgram in Word2vec.

Figure 4. 
Flow of emotion judgment system.

Figure 5. 
Technique of automatically interpreting limited knowledge broadly to respond to diverse expressions.
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Word2vec needs to arbitrarily specify a finite number of dimensions. Therefore, 
the meaning of words must be compressed, and the expressions are slightly forced. In 
contrast, the concept base expresses the meaning of words with multiple words, which 
is different from Word2vec. This setup allows the expression of a word with multiple, 
or, in theory, an infinite number of words. Therefore, all the concepts of a word pic-
tured in a human brain can be expressed (Figure 8). Indeed, our concept base captures 
the meaning of words more precisely than that captured in Word2vec (Table 2) [11].

7. Conclusions

The implementation of “humanistic AI” may lead to humans falling in love with a 
robot instead of a real human. A robot may know more about you than other humans, 
will do what you want to be done, will not complain, and can have a good conversa-
tion. Therefore, the chances of falling in love with a robot are considerably high.

I think that the days when robots are considered enemies are transient and 
robots will soon be recognized as good partners that support humans instead of 
being rivals. When such a time comes, what will humans do and what should 
humans do? Research on AI forces me to think about humans instead of just on 
technology. After all, the role model of a robot is none other than us humans. I wish 
for an evolution to a world where humans can be humans.

Figure 7. 
Image of CBoW in Word2vec.

Figure 8. 
Example of concept base.

Concept base Word2vec

Accuracy 89.9% 78.4%

Table 2. 
Result of accuracy comparison between concept base and Word2vec.
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Chapter 4

Utterance Emotion Estimation by
Using Feature of Syntactic Pattern
Kazuyuki Matsumoto

Abstract

Emotion has been defined as basic emotions by various researchers, however,
there are not many studies describing the relation between emotion and language
patterns in detail based on statistical information. There are various languages all
over the world, and even a language of the same country has different writing
styles/expressions depending on which language media is used or who is a writer/
speaker, which is thought to make it difficult to analyze the relation of emotion and
language patterns. The author has been engaged in constructing and analyzing
emotion corpora in some domains based on different sources. From the analysis
results, emotion expressions started to become more understood that they have
differences and tendencies according to the attributes of the writers and the
speakers. In this chapter, I focused on the differences detected in the attributes of
the writer/speaker with respect to language patterns; in usage tendencies or combi-
nations of words, unknown expressions (slangs), sentence patterns, non-verbal
expressions (emoji, emoticon, etc.) with relevant emotions, then introduce the
outcome of the analytical survey on a large scale corpus obtained from a social
networking service.

Keywords: emotion estimation, kansei robotics, slang, emoji

1. Introduction

In the research field of psychology, cognitive linguistics, it has been analyzed
and studied about emotion and language [1, 2]. With regard to the relation between
basic emotions and language, Fischer [3] performed cluster analysis and created a
systematic chart based on emotion categories (emotion word) that can be expressed
by language.

In the field of natural language processing, especially, sentiment analysis, a lot of
researchers have been engaged in a study on the relationship between language
patterns and emotion [4–8]. However, there are various languages all over the
world, and language pattern varies depending on language media or writers. For
this reason, there are no dictionaries describing language patterns and emotion
cyclopaedically.

In the studies by Matsumoto [5] and Tokuhisa [9], they related language pattern
dictionaries and occurred emotions. Mera et al. [10] proposed a framework to
calculate degrees of positive/negative by using an emotion calculation formula for
each case frame pattern. Because most of the methods proposed in these studies
were assumed to be applied to “ideal” and “grammatical” sentences, they might not
be effective for sentences on Internet.
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Matsumoto et al. [11] proposed a method to estimate emotion in utterances
including grammatically incorrect expressions such as Internet slangs. In the case of
such casual expressions, it is thought to be more effective to take a method by
machine learning based on a large scale natural language corpus than to register the
knowledge into a dictionary. However, it is difficult to obtain a large scale corpus
with labels, and it costs high to make such a corpus. Matsumoto et al. proposed a
method to extract features based on word distributed representations as a robust
method for unknown expressions. Their method converts words into distributed
representation vectors and quantizes them with unsupervised clustering. They
demonstrated that the method is robust to unknown expressions compared to
existing methods.

After describing emotion estimation methods based on: dictionary, pattern and
corpus, we introduce such important elements in corpus-based emotion estimation
as gender differences and use of emoji expressions. Then we propose a deep
learning-based method that uses a syntactic pattern as a feature combining the
corpus-based method and the pattern-based method.

Section 2 introduces the emotion expression dictionary used in our previous
research, Section 3 describes the emotion estimation by sentence patterns, and
Section 4 explains the corpus-based emotion estimation method. Section 5 analyses
emotion estimation with elements of gender and emojis. Section 6 propose a method
based on syntax patterns, and Section 7 summarizes this chapter.

2. Emotion expression dictionary

Dictionaries collecting emotion expressions or evaluation expressions already
exist [12–14]. These dictionaries defined emotional kinds that can be expressed with
the words or phrases as classification categories and are registered them words or
phrases. WordNet-Affect is a database created by extending WordNet thesaurus
(conceptual database). A part of the information registered in WordNet-Affect is
shown in Table 1.

There is a study that converted WordNet-Affect into Japanese language [15]. The
evaluation polarity dictionary and the Japanese appraisal evaluation expression dic-
tionary are language resources available for reputation analysis or opinion analysis,

A-Labels Examples

EMOTION noun anger#1, verb fear#1

MOOD noun animosisy#1, adjective amiable#1

TRAIT noun aggressiveness#1, adjective competitive#1

COGNITIVE STATE noun confusion#2, adjective dazed#2

PHYSICAL STATE noun illness#1, adjective all in#1

HEDONIC SIGNAL noun hurt#3, noun suffering#4

EMOTION-ELICITING SITUATION noun awkwardness#3, adjective out of danger#1

EMOTIONAL RESPONSE noun cold sweat#1, verb tremble#2

BEHAVIOR noun offense#1, adjective inhibited#1

ATTITUDE noun intolerance#1, noun defensive#1

SENSATION noun coldness#1, verb feel#3

Table 1.
A-labels and corresponding example synsets.
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and they include words with annotation of emotion polarity; positive/negative. To
analyze emotion of a sentence written in Japanese, an emotion expression dictionary
including Japanese emotion expressions is necessary. It is also necessary to corre-
spond linguistic resources to each language for emotion analysis written in foreign
language. Because a framework of linguistic resource might be different according to
the kind of language, it is difficult to make a unified dictionary.

In the case of Japanese language, the “Emotion Expression Dictionary” by
Nakamura [16] is often referred to and often used in the field of natural language
processing. However, many of the expressions included in the emotion expression
dictionary are written words appeared in novels, therefore, there are some expres-
sions that are rarely used as colloquial expressions. The Emotion synonym dictio-
nary [17] also includes a few colloquial expressions, listing up the expressions which
are thought to be useful for writing novels, scenarios and dramatic dialogs. Cur-
rently, as there are no dictionaries that cover practical language expressions such as
colloquial expressions, such expressions or patterns are usually extracted from
linguistic corpora.

As representative databases with registration of sentence patterns related to
emotion expressions, there are EDR electronic dictionary [18], GoiTaikei: A Japa-
nese Lexicon [19], and Kyoto University Case Frame [20]. However, because these
linguistic resources are focused on semantic relations, emotion information is not
annotated to these databases.

Using dictionaries has an aspect that known knowledge defined by human can
be effectively used, however, it is often insufficient when it comes to dealing with
things that are greatly related to human sensibilities such as emotions. While some
words or expressions always give us unchangeable meanings or impressions, others
change their meanings or impressions with the times. For example, the fairness and
common sense toward the attributes such as race, religion and gender have changed
significantly between decades before and today, so that this issue has been often
referred to as one of the problems of artificial intelligence in recent years. Also, as
language itself changes, dictionaries need to be updated constantly. In the form of a
Wikipedia dictionary, some errors or old information are corrected or updated by
being exposed to many people on the Web. However, such descriptions in the
Wikipedia dictionary are based on the sensibility of the majority of people, it may
not be possible to appropriately estimate the emotions of people with different
sensibilities, so there is a limit to emotion estimation with just dictionaries.

3. Relation of sentence patterns and emotion

This section explains the relation of sentence patterns and emotion from the
viewpoint of natural language processing by introducing the studies by Matsumoto
[5] and Tokuhisa [9]. Matsumoto et al. [5] focused on the emotion occurrence condi-
tion for each sentence pattern to estimate emotion in dialog. They also constructed a
dictionary that was registered emotion expressions to consider emotion values of each
word. The emotion values mean the strength level of expressing each emotion.

Their study used a sentence pattern database that was extended the emotion
calculation formula proposed by Mera et al. [10]. However, because they targeted
basic sentence patterns, the method has the same problem with the existing method
such as lack of versatility and it is weak to spoken expressions. The “Japanese
Lexicon” [19] introduces a sentence pattern of each word. In the example of
“Crying, “the sentence patterns are:

• N1 ga N2 wo Warau (N1 laughs at N2)
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N1 and N2 are nouns. The emotion expressed by the sentence can differ
depending on the noun applicable to N1 and N2. Referring to the example sentence:
“Jiro cries over his debt,” “debt” generally has a negative image. However, the
emotion generated in this sentence can be affected by the speaker’s attitude to
“Jiro.” These patterns were necessary to be annotated rules manually. Figure 1
shows the case frame pattern of “N1 ga N2 de/ni Naku.”

The following table (Table 2) shows some examples of sentence patterns and
emotion occurrence rules. These information are saved as XML format on account
of readability. Figure 2 shows the emotion occurrence event sentence pattern
database with XML format.

Matsumoto et al. [21] also extracted emotion occurrence event sentence patterns
from a corpus. The following describes a flow of automatic extraction by
Matsumoto et al. showing by example.

Step 1. The inputted sentence is analyzed by dependency parser. “CaboCha
[22]“was used as the dependency parser.

First, according to the result of dependency parsing the last segment of the
sentence is judged as a predicate. When a segment relates to the predicate and the
end of the segment is either case particle or binding particle of “ga,” “ha,” “wo,”
“ni,” “he,” “de,” “to,” “kara,” “made” or “yori” is extracted as surface case.

Step 2. The noun included in the obtained surface case element is annotated the
semantic attributes based on “A Japanese Lexicon.”

If the semantic attributes of the noun cannot be obtained, the basic form of the
noun will be set into the surface case slot without annotating semantic attributes.
The segment independent from the segment of predicate is not judged as case

Figure 1.
Case frame pattern of “N1 ga N2 de/ni Naku”.

Sentence Patern Sbj FVN EA

English Case Pattern Predicate

N1 cries over N2 N1[3]-ga, N2[*]-ni/de Naku N1 f N2 ≤0 Sorrow

f N2 >0 Joy

N1 is angry at N2 N1[4]-ga, N2[*]-wo Okoru N1 N/A Anger

N1 laughts at N2 N1[4]-ga, N2[*]-wo Warau N1 f N2 ≥0 Joy

f N2 <0 Contempt

N1 worries about N2 N1[3]-ga, N2[*]-wo Ureeru N1 N/A Anxiety

N1 is flustered by N2 N1[4]-ga, N2[1000]-de, Ochitsuki-wo Ushinau N1 N/A Surprise

N1 subdues N2’s pride N1[4]-ga, N2[4]-no, Hana-wo Oru N2 N/A Shame

N1 discommodes N2 N1[3]-ga, N2[4]-ni, Meiwaku-wo Kakeru N2 N/A Hate

N2 is filled with N1 N1[3]-ga, N2[4,41,238]-ni Komiageru N2 N/A N1’s EA

Table 2.
Example of sentence pattern and emotion occurrence rule.
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element. Because such sentence segment might be important element for deciding
emotion attributes, it is extracted as modifier element. The obtained sentence
pattern will be as ‘EPT.’

Step 3. The set of emotion attributes ‘E’ annotated to the inputted sentence is
decided as emotion attribute of ‘EPT.’ The combinations of ‘EPT’ and ‘E’ obtained
from Step1 to Step3 are registered to the emotion occurrence sentence pattern DB.
Figure 3 shows an example of extraction process when “Watashi wa odoroki no
amari me wo shirokuro saseta.” is inputted.

This study automatically extracted sentence patterns from the emotion labeled
corpus, created and evaluated the sentence pattern database. As the result of the
cross-validation experiments for eight kinds of emotion estimations from sentences
expressing emotions based on the corpus-derived sentence pattern database,
approx. 42% emotion estimation accuracy was obtained.

Tokuhisa et al. [23] statistically analyzed the valency pattern of each sentence
pattern, and proposed a method for emotion inference. Tokuhisa et al. [24]
constructed and evaluated the dialog corpus by annotating emotion tags focusing on
facial expressions of characters from manga comics.

Their study mainly target the utterances in dialogs, the target data are utterances
not by actual persons but by fictional persons. Although these data are simulated

Figure 2.
XML format of sentence pattern database.
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real dialog, it is considered that there exist some bias by the authors and generality
might be lacking.

It is difficult to register entire colloquial expressions into a dictionary by strictly
typifying their sentence patterns, besides, there are few challenging studies that try
to annotate emotion that is subjective and sensitive to the sentence patterns. How-
ever, I thought that it would not be impossible to extract a relation between emotion
and language patterns by studying thoroughly the recent corpus-based methods.

4. Corpus-based emotion analysis method

This section describes a corpus-based emotion analysis method by referring to
the related literatures. The corpus annotated with emotion tags is defined as the
emotion corpus. We would like to introduce existing studies that created and
evaluated emotion analysis models based on statistical information and machine
learning using emotion corpora.

4.1 Japanese-English parallel corpus [Minato et al.]

Minato et al. [25, 26] annotated emotion tags on word and sentence units
included in Japanese and English parallel corpora. The completed corpus included

Figure 3.
Flowchart of creation of sentence pattern (EPT).
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1,190 Japanese-English sentences. Based on the statistic results of the tagged words
and sentences, they proposed and evaluated an emotion estimation method. They
further considered the relevance between the two languages. Overview of their
corpus is shown in Table 3.

The annotation to the corpus was made by the author, and evaluation by some
examinees were not conducted. Matsumoto et al. [27] conducted an questionnaire
on this corpus to several examinees and analyzed precision and recall between the
tags annotated by the author and the tags annotated by some examinees. Because all
examinees were Japanese people, they evaluated only Japanese sentences (1190
sentences). They calculated reliability of the annotation of the emotion tag by multi
annotators. Reliability of tag annotation was calculated based on the match fre-
quency among the three operators (initial tag annotator and two examinees). In
their study, they proposed a method to reconstruct an emotion corpus by annotat-
ing reliability values. Reliability of tag is calculated with the Eq. (1).

P
W Tagx

� �
shows the sum of the weight of the tags annotated by the corpus creator and the two
examinees

Reliability Tagx
� � ¼

X
W Tagx

� �� Number of Matched Evaluators
Total Number of Evaluators

� �2

(1)

They calculated the importance for each emotion category by calculating reli-
ability of tag annotation. For calculation they used the weight of emotion tags
according to the reliability as weight for emotion category instead of using simple
word frequency. The calculation is based on the TFIDF method. Eq. (2) shows the
weight of emotion category.

Wi
j ¼ αi �

X
RWi

j � log
N
cf j

(2)

αi ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pl

m¼1

P
RWi

j

cf m

� �2
s (3)

P
RWi

j shows the sum of weight at emotion category ‘Ei’ in corpus. The ‘cfm’
shows the number of emotion category tagged all sentences which included the word

Description Frequency(J/E)

Total # of Sentences 1190 1190

Total # of Words (Unique) 14202(2131) 11235(2409)

Average Words per Sentence 11.93 9.44

Total # of Emotion Sentences 601 601

Total # of Emotion Words (Unique) 1220(610) 1249(894)

Total # of Emotion Idioms (Unique) 274(231) 259(248)

Total # of Modifier Words (Unique) 108(70) 39(35)

Total # of Negative Words (Unique) 88(26) 31(15)

Average of Emotion Words/Idioms per Sentence 1.26 1.27

Average of times an emotion word did not carry emotion 0.22 0.15

Table 3.
Corpus statistics.
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‘wm’. ‘N’ shows the total number of emotion category, and ‘l’ shows the total unique
frequency of word. ‘αi’ is normalization coefficient which is calculated with Eq. (3).

4.2 Corpus-based method using N-gram [Mishina et al.]

Mishina et al. [28] extracted word n-gram features from the emotion corpora,
and proposed an emotion estimation method using the similarity score RECARE
which was improved from BLEU often used for translation evaluation. The target
emotion categories were four kinds; “anger”, “joy”, “hate”, “hope”. The problems
of the method are; i) necessary to calculate similarity with all sentences in the
corpus, and ii) the estimation accuracy affected by the corpus quality because the
method is a simple example-based method.

4.3 Corpus creation and analysis [Quan et al.]

Quan et al. [29] constructed a large size of Chinese weblog emotion corpus “Ren-
CECps,” and analyzedthe corpus. In Ren-CECps, emotion tags were annotated to
sentence, word, paragraph, and article units by some test subjects, and the corpus
was analyzed from various viewpoints. The annotation to the corpus required
hands, and as the size becomes larger and the corpus includes richer information,
the higher annotation costs. There is a demerit that because the target are weblog
articles, if there is bias in the writers, that will affect the quality of the corpus.

5. Analysis of emotion expressions according to gender

5.1 The emotion labeled corpus divided according to the users’ attributes

In the study of Matsumoto et al. [30], they targeted the tweet sentences posted
on Twitter and targeted each tweet for emotion estimation. Therefore, they needed
to annotate emotion tags on each tweet sentence. The emotion estimation model
was generated with the following steps:

1.The attribute labeled user account list is created from the accounts of popular
users whose user attributes are known.

2.The tweets are collected for each user by using the attribute labeled user
account list.

3.The four annotators manually annotate emotion tags on the collected tweets.

4.The emotion estimation model is created by extracting features from the
tweets and by using a machine learning method.

In Step 4, the feature is extracted. First, the tweet sentence is split into word
units by morphological analysis. Then, the words are converted into the distributed
representations. They used another corpus to train the distributed representations.
For about one year, they continued collecting tweets randomly; then, based on
these tweets, they constructed a tweet corpus. They converted the corpus into the
word-splitting format and used the text in this format for training the distributed
representations.

Then, they annotated the emotion tags on the tweet sentences. Emotion tags
annotated to the tweets are as follows:
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• Positive emotions: “Joy,” “Hope,” “Love,” “Relief,” “Reception”

• Negative emotions: “Anger,” “Hate,” “Sorrow,” “Fear,” “Surprise,” “Anxiety”

• Other emotions: “No emotion” and “Unclassified”

The total number of the emotion categories is 13. Some examples of the labeled
tweets and their user attributes are shown in Table 4. The numbers of tweets for
each emotion tag are shown in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, I found that there is
bias in the numbers of tweets for each emotion.

In their chapter, they reported that emotion estimation accuracy increase by
training the emotion corpus which is prepared for each attributes.

However, one thing to keep in mind when estimating emotion based on the
corpus is who to annotate the corpus is. If the annotators’ attributes and sensibilities
are biased, a biased emotion estimation model would be built by learning the biased
corpus. Such model cannot infer appropriate emotions according to the attributes of
the authors or the speakers of the object sentence for estimation. To clarify the issue
that attributes affect emotion estimation, the next subsection analyses what emo-
tional expressions are used depending on gender based on the corpus.

5.2 Analysis of emotion expressions for each gender

In this section, I analyze emotion expressions by targeting on an emotion labeled
corpus that are divided by gender. By investigating appearance frequency of emo-
tion expressions included in the emotion expression dictionary and the kinds of the
emotion labels annotated to the tweets including each emotion expression, I analyze
appearance tendency of each expression according to gender by TF-ICF.

Emotion Tag Tweet Attribute

Sex Job

Joy At that time, we had a good match! Male Athlete

Hope We did good! We should take a good rest and get together in good
condition in the next live.

Male Comedian

Sorrow Coordinate plans for clothes are ruined by rain. Female Musician

Anxiety All of the roads are in heavy traffic jam... I’m afraid if I could
make it to the soccer game...

Female Athlete

Table 4.
Labeled tweets and attributes of the users.

Joy Hope Love Relief Reception

6020 2135 487 67 15

Anger Hate Sorrow Fear Surprise

150 71 921 78 425

Anxiety No emotion Unknown

301 943 46

Table 5.
Annotation frequency of each emotion tag.
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The formula of TF-ICF calculation is shown as Eq.(4) and Eq.(5). TF means
Term Frequency, ICF means Inverse Category Frequency. TFe

i shows word fre-
quency appeared in emotion category e. ICFe

i shows the value which is the number
of emotion categories divided by the number of emotion categories including word i.

TF � ICFe
i ¼ TFe

i � ICFe
i (4)

ICFe
i ¼ log

∣C∣
∣ C : ti ∈Cf g∣ (5)

The TF-ICF calculation results for each gender are shown in Table 6. In this
table, only top 10 expressions and TF-ICF scores are displayed.

From the analysis result, there are not significant difference between male and
female. It is cause that only the general expressions are treated in the emotion
expression dictionary for expression extraction.

Joy Sorrow

Male Female Male Female

Rank Word TF-
ICF

Word TF-
ICF

Rank Word TF-
ICF

Word TF-
ICF

1 Minna 309.4 Minna 383.3 1 Konndo 48.6 Konndo 48.6

2 Ureshii 188.8 Ureshii 323.0 2 Itsuka 19.5 Kawaii 31.1

3 Shikkari 153.7 Daisuki 190.7 3 Kawaii 17.5 Itsuka 31.1

4 Chotto 81.7 Chotto 118.7 4 Wa 17.5 Mamonaku 15.6

5 Omoshiroi 75.9 Omoshiroi 64.2 5 Shimijimi 17.5 Yowamushi 13.6

6 Daisuki 75.9 Mina 52.5 6 Benn 11.7 Sugosu 13.6

7 Ooyorokobi 56.4 Zenzen 48.6 7 Tsumaranai 9.7 Benn 9.7

8 Deru 52.5 Zenbu 42.8 8 Mamonaku 9.7 Shizuka 9.7

9 Zenbu 46.7 Shikkari 42.8 9 Negau 7.8 Wa 9.7

10 Zenzen 44.8 Mattaku 40.9 10 Sugosu 5.8 Tsumetai 7.8

Love Anxiety

Male Female Male Female

Rank Word TF-
ICF

Word TF-
ICF

Rank Word TF-
ICF

Word TF-
ICF

1 Iru 527.3 Ii 439.8 1 Shi 3712.8 Shi 3537.7

2 Aru 467.0 Aru 381.4 2 Mashi 2006.0 Mashi 1605.3

3 Ii 393.1 Iru 361.9 3 Nai 1109.0 Nai 1012.0

4 Naru 305.5 Naru 262.7 4 Teru 492.1 Teru 643.2

5 Omou 155.7 Omou 118.7 5 Tanoshimi 330.8 Tanoshimi 325.0

6 Taisetsu 70.1 Taisetsu 95.3 6 Omoi 321.6 Ki 235.5

7 Hitsuyo 37.0 Kanjiru 35.0 7 Kore 202.4 Kore 196.9

8 Kanjiru 27.2 Atsui 33.1 8 Ki 177.1 Kansha 151.8

9 Atsui 23.4 Machi 21.4 9 Ganbari 173.3 Suki 141.4

10 Machi 15.6 Hitsuyo 19.5 10 Suki 169.1 Shiawase 132.3

Table 6.
TF-ICF calculation results for each gender.
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In addition, the results shown in Table 7 were obtained by TF-ICF calculation
without limitation of emotional expression.

It is found there are expressive differences of gender as seen from this result. For
example, in both of gender, the symbols often be used in emotion: “Joy”. Above all,
female often use emoji. On the other hand, even though, comparatively, female use
genial emotional expressions in emotion: “Anger”, male often use radical expres-
sions. It is considered that there are specific emotional expressions for each gender,
and those express the gender difference of emotional expression.

Difference of emotional expressions by gender might decrease the estimation
accuracy of the learned emotion estimation model due to gender bias. In order to
avoid this, it would be useful to prepare an emotion estimation model for each

Table 7.
A part of TF-ICF calculation without limitation of emotional expression.
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gender or attribute, or to replace the expressions related to attributes with common
expressions. In any case, it is clear that some sort of breakthrough is needed to
maintain the fairness of machine learning.

5.3 Analysis of emoji

In this subsection, I analyze the appearance tendency of non-verbal expressions
such as emoji according to gender. We analyzed usage trend of emoji from the total
59,009 tweets which were collected separately from the emotion corpus for each
gender.

The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In this figure, the horizontal axes
shows Emoji type, the vertical axes shows frequency of use. In the graph of male,
emojis with over 20 frequency are shown, and in the graph of female, emojis with
over 100 frequency are shown. The types of emoji were set 4 classes; expression,
emotion, exclamation and other. Table 8 shows the result of emoji types and
frequencies by counting emojis appeared over 10 times. As seen from this result,
females had tendancy to use more emojis than male, and female often used emoji
expressing expressions or emotions. As was expected that females would use more
rich emotion expressions in their tweets, it was obvious from this usage trend of
emoji. On the other hand, males used more exclamation marks than other types of
emoji.

This result indicates that not only emotional expressions but also nonverbal
expressions such as emojis have sufficient influence on emotion estimation. In
addition to emojis, Japanese language has emoticons and ASCII art to convey vari-
ous emotions. Globally, nonverbal expressions play important roles in

Figure 4.
Trend of emoji by male.

Figure 5.
Trend of emoji by female.
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communication on the Web. From this, it is important to understand nonverbal
expressions in order to estimate emotions.

6. Emotion estimation from feature of syntactic pattern by deep
learning

6.1 Creation of emotion estimation by deep neural networks

We train language patterns that show emotions by using a deep learning
method. We use syntactic patterns obtained from the parsing results by the Japa-
nese dependency and case structure analyzer as features for learning. We use KNP
[31] as the Japanese dependency and case structure analyzer. KNP is a syntactic,
case and reference analyzer developed by Kyoto University. This system uses a
noun case frame dictionary constructed by 7 billion web text.

As preprocessing of KNP, it is necessary to annotate morphological features on
word unit by using a morphological analyzer. In this study, I make this annotation
of morphological features by the morphological analyzer Juman [32]. As seen in
Figure 6, sentences are analyzed by KNP.

As the result of analysis, the features are annotated on morpheme level and
chunk level. The analysis result consists from “Clause layer”, “Tag layer”, “Mor-
pheme layer”. In this study, the features are extracted from the “Tag layer”. For
training, I use the features that have been annotated on chunk level to associate
syntactic patterns with emotions. The examples of features annotated on chunk
level are shown in Table 9.

The training data are the utterances annotated with emotion tags by manual.
These utterances are used in the study by Matsumoto et al. [33], the source
sentences are bilingual (Japanese-English). Because these sentences were used as

Gender Type Freq. Rate

Male Other 742 0.402

Exclamation 600 0.325

Expression 358 0.194

Emotion 146 0.079

Female Expression 3,536 0.32

Other 3,312 0.3

Emotion 3,002 0.272

Exclamation 1,186 0.107

Table 8.
Emoji types and frequencies (over 10 times).

Figure 6.
Analysis results by KNP.
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examples for English composition, it is easy to extract syntactic patterns from
sentences. As a preliminary experiment, I confirm emotion estimation accuracy by
cross-validation. The breakdown of the five kinds of experimental corpora are
shown in Table 10.

As the training, I use bi-directional LSTM (bi-LSTM) [34] which is extended
LSTM (Long Short-TermMemory) [35]; a kind of recurrent neural networks. LSTM
is suited to learning sequences. It enables efficient learning by memorizing and
deleting past inputs. Figure 7 shows the neural network structure using bi-LSTM. I
use two LSTM layers.

In this study, I create a feature vector by chunk unit, and input the feature
vector from the beginning of a sentence for training. The maximum number of
chunks was set as 30 based on the maximum number of the chunks in the corpora.

NE:ARTIFACT NE:MONEY Wikpedia hypernym: Film of USA Counter:cm

NE:DATE NE:ORGANIZATION Wikipedia hypernym: Area Counter:dollar

NE:LOCATION NE:PERCENT Wikipedia hypernym:Personal Name Counter:meter

NE:MONEY NE:PERSON Wikipedia hypernym:Novel Counter:person

Table 9.
Example of features.

Name Cps1 Cps2 Cps3 Cps4 Cps5

# of Sentences 1190 1235 1554 1097 1054

# of Words 12548 8791 14980 20334 11860

# of Words per 1 Sentence 10.5 7.1 9.6 18.5 11.3

# of Vocabulary 2569 1753 2973 3890 2355

# of Clauses 6331 3789 6601 9231 5503

# of Clauses per 1 Sentence 5.3 3.1 4.2 8.4 5.2

Table 10.
Statistic of emotion tagged corpora.

Figure 7.
Neural networks using bidirectional LSTM.
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Table 11 shows the result of the preliminary experiment. Averaged F-measure
was 32–49%. The cause of this was thought to be the bias of emotion tags.

6.2 Experiment

I apply the emotion estimator trained syntactic features using bi-LSTM to the
tweet sentences for each gender and evaluate the estimator by calculating accuracy.
The architecture of the neural networks using bi-LSTM is shown in Figure 8. The
tweet corpus shown in Table 12 was used for the experiment.

We compare the result of the proposed method and the emotion estimation
result based on emoji. The dictionary registered emojis and their expressing emo-
tions is constructed as the Emoji Emotion Dictionary. The emoji emotion vectors of
the emojis that are not in the dictionary are estimated. Emoji emotion vector of each
emoji is obtained by calculating similarity with the seed emojis included in the emoji
emotion dictionary and by acquiring emotion categories and similarities of top 5
similar seed emojis. The cosine similarity between the emoji distributed represen-
tations is used as the similarity of emojis. Eq. (6), (7), (8) shows the calculation of
an emoji emotion vector.

EVei ¼ ew1
ei ew

2
ei … ew j

ei … ewn
ei

� �
(6)

EVavg ¼ 1
∣EMtopN ∣emei

X
∈EMtopN

simei � EVeið Þ

¼ ew1
avg ew

2
avg … ew j

avg … ewn
avg

� �
(7)

emotion ¼ argmax ewx
avg

x
(8)

Eq.(6) shows emotion vector EVei of emoji emei . Emoji emotion vector is a
weighted mean of the emotion vectors of the top N similar seed emojis using
similarity simei with seed emojis. ew j

ei shows the weight of emotion category j. Eq.(7)
is the formula to calculate the mean emoji emotion vector from the top similar N
emoji set EMtopN . The estimated emotion is outputted as the emotion category x

with the maximum weight value ew j
avg of the mean vector by Eq.(8). The averaged

emoji emotion vector is outputted by calculating emojis including in the sentences
as the emotion estimation result. In this study, N value is set as 5 to estimate
emotions.

Emotion Cps1 Cps2 Cps3 Cps4 Cps5

Joy 36.90% 65.50% 27.60% 59.50% 44.90%

Anger 43.10% 47.10% 19.40% 52.10% 38.40%

Sorrow 36.80% 41.20% 25.40% 32.00% 23.90%

Surprise 27.50% 58.50% 13.90% 24.60% 63.20%

Neutral 67.40% 8.70% 73.60% 46.00% 74.80%

Average 42.34% 44.20% 31.98% 42.84% 49.04%

Table 11.
F-measures of the preliminary experimental results.
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Figure 8.
bi-LSTM neural networks architecture.
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6.3 Experimental results

Because neutral tags were not annotated to the target tweet corpus, the accura-
cies for 4 emotion categories were calculated: “Joy,” “Anger,” “Sorrow,” “Surprise.”
The experimental result is shown in Table 13. The highest accuracy was found for
“Sorrow, “and the second highest was for “Joy. “The lowest accuracy was 24.3% and
that was obtained for “Anger”.

On the other hand, the overall accuracy was 43.7% by the emoji-based method,
which was better than by the bi-LSTM based proposed method. However, the
accuracy for “Anger” was low; 4% although the accuracy for “Surprise” was 100%.
The primal reason is that the varieties of “Surprise” seed emoji were smaller than
other kinds of emotions. It is also because that the number of tweets expressing
“Surprise” with emoji was relatively scarce.

This result shows that using the syntax pattern enables effective emotion esti-
mation using deep learning even with a small amount of learning data. It is thought
that a more accurate model can be realized by flexibly changing dictionary knowl-
edge depending on the domain or the speaker of the target sentence.

7. Conclusions

This chapter introduced our study on “emotion analysis on Japanese language”
in the research field of the existing natural language processing and linguistic
resources. Most of the existing approaches tried to associate emotions and language
patterns, however, if language patterns express different emotions depending on
the words consisting of the sentences, the rules for millions of combinations must
be described.

It will be effective to analyze emotions based on corpora by annotating emotions
on the corpora. In this chapter, various features were annotated on sentences by

Proposed Method Emoji-based Method

Joy 54.3% 46.3%

Anger 24.3% 4.0%

Sorrow 56.1% 24.6%

Surprise 30.6% 100.0%

Average 41.3% 43.7%

Table 13.
Comparison between the accuracies of the proposed method and the emoji-based method.

Joy Anger Sorrow Surprise

Number of Sentences 995 418 997 219

Avg. Number of Clauses 8.3 7.5 7.9 7.3

Total Number of Words (Uniq.) 18599 (4766) 7163 (2177) 16523 (4015) 3670 (1337)

Avg. Number of Words 18.7 17.1 16.6 16.8

Total Number of Emojis (Uniq.) 1979 (161) 869 (68) 1581 (93) 379 (46)

Avg. Number of Emojis 1.99 2.08 1.59 1.73

Table 12.
Number of tweet sentences for each emotion.
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using a syntactic parser and feature vectors were generated by clause unit. The
emotions of the tweet sentences were estimated by training the features using bi-
LSTM neural networks.

It was also shown that the capability to development emotions from language
patterns by using “emoji” as non-verbal expression. From the experimental results,
the emoji-based method was found to be effective to tweet sentences including
emoji. Because the amount of the emotion labeled data is limited and the existing
dictionary and corpus-based methods cannot cover emotion expressions that are
colloquially and depended on users’ attributes, improvement of estimation accuracy
is limited. Because emojis are non-verbal emotion expressions that can be used for
all users, and the emoji expressions are not depended on the kind of languages, it is a
hopeful key of emotion analysis in future.

In addition, syntax pattern might not be correctly extracted from the casual
sentences that are often seen in dialogs on SNS. In that case, general-purpose neural
language models such as BERT [36] and GPT-3 [37] will be useful. Future develop-
ments in language models might eliminate the necessity of human-defined linguis-
tic knowledge such as syntactic patterns, however, methods such as fine tuning are
still effective to build emotional estimation models satisfying the needs of all the
people from large data. In that case, dictionary knowledge and syntax patterns will
play effective roles in improving accuracy and presenting the basis for judgment.
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Abstract

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the issues of development of 
conversational dialog of robots for nursing, especially for long-term care, and 
to forecast humanoid nursing partner robots (HNRs) introduced into clinical 
practice. In order to satisfy the required performance of HNRs, it is important 
that anthropomorphic robots act with high-quality conversational dialogic 
functions. As for its hardware, by allowing independent range of action and degree 
of freedom, the burden of quality exerted in human-robot communication is 
reduced, thereby unburdening nurses and professional caregivers. Furthermore, 
it is critical to develop a friendlier type of robot by equipping it with non-verbal 
emotive expressions that older people can perceive. If these functions are 
conjoined, anthropomorphic intelligent robots will serve as possible instructors, 
particularly for rehabilitation and recreation activities of older people. In this way, 
more than ever before, the HNRs will play an active role in healthcare and in the 
welfare fields.

Keywords: issues, conversation, dialog, humanoid nursing partner robots (HNRs), 
long-term care

1. Introduction

The issue of healthcare demands for the increasing older adult population in 
Japan is a significant concern, and in other developed countries [1]. This concern 
is further affected by the decreasing number of healthcare workers who are also 
getting older, resulting in high turnover rates of healthcare workers [2–4]. In this 
situation, it is appropriate to consider the use of healthcare robots, which is increas-
ingly recognized as the potential solution to meet care demands of older persons as 
well as of patients with mental illness [5].

“What are the prominent areas of concern to support older persons when using 
healthcare robots?” and “What are the barriers to introducing Humanoid Nursing 
partner Robots (HNRs) to hospitals or elderly institutions?” Similarly, another 
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question may be, “Which of these types of robots are needed for nursing care, the 
anthropomorphic or non-anthropomorphic robots?”

Different technological requirements can dictate whether anthropomorphic or 
non-anthropomorphic robots are needed. For example, if the technological demand 
is for measuring blood pressure and body temperatures, an anthropomorphic 
machine may not be necessary. Currently, non-robotic technologies are detecting 
and retrieving this information with digital hand-held devices, not necessarily 
robots [6]. However, anthropomorphic robots may be necessary when a conversa-
tion is expected, particularly during a dialog with older persons while taking blood 
pressures and other vital signs, much like a human nurse does today. In addition, 
the following distinctive questions are asked, “What nursing care tasks can be 
programmed specifically for anthropomorphic nursing partner robots?” and “What 
are the core competencies that only nurses, and professional caregivers can do?” 
Reflecting on the aforementioned questions, it is essential to establish a field of 
Robot Nursing science, developed by nurse scientists from the perspective of a 
unique ontology of nursing, and designed from a foundation of robotics engineer-
ing, computer science, and nursing science. The expectation is to develop a knowl-
edge base for robot nursing science as foundation for the practice of nursing that 
uniquely embraces the anthropomorphic robot realities, particularly in demanding 
precise conversational capabilities. These realizations were illuminated through the 
posited questions from which the answers may further the development of robot 
nursing science and its practice.

The aim of this chapter is to explore the issues concerning the development 
of dialog robots for nursing, especially for long-term care, and the prospects for 
introducing HNRs into nursing practice.

2. Development of robots that can compassionate conversations

2.1 Concerns regarding human-robot conversation capabilities

As an issue for humanoid robot verbalization, the robot voice should have an 
appropriate intonation, the speech speed, and the voice range that is easy for older 
persons to hear [7]. If a cute-looking robot utters a low-pitched voice similar to 
that of an adult male, the user may find it creepy [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider a humanoid robot with easy voices for older persons to hear and voices that 
have a sense of familiarity.

Challenges to developing robot-nursing science are realistic. These chal-
lenges highlight the necessity to promote research with the goal of systematizing 
technological competencies, ethical thinking, safety measures, and outcomes of 
using robots in nursing settings. With new devices and technologies developed by 
engineers, introduced and used in nursing care, robot nursing science can only 
develop within an ontology of nursing at its core. The growing reality of healthcare 
robot utility is perceived as nursing partners in practice. Human caring expressed as 
human-to-human relationships, and among nonhumans are the futuristic visioning 
of healthcare with humanoid robots as main protagonists.

2.2  Development of caring dialogical database of humanoid nursing partner 
robots and older persons

Full and effective use of robots by nurses and healthcare providers would lead to 
a better understanding of patients and their needs. Thus, it is necessary to develop a 
“Caring Dialog Database” for HNRs in order to enhance robot capabilities to know 
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the patient/client, and to share the expressions of human-robot interactions in 
esthetic ways. Furthermore, it is important to develop a dialog pattern that allows 
humanoid robots to empathize with an older person [9]. The ability to empathize 
and to communicate accurate empathy is likely to enhance the older person’s feeling 
cared for through HNR actions such as: 1) Listening attentively and accepting of 
older persons; 2) Knowing older persons intentionally; and 3) Establishing appro-
priate caring dialog.

2.3 Robotics and artificial intelligence

Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) will become a predominant aspect of 
healthcare and in welfare settings. Human caring was based on a human-to-human 
relationship. However, in a nonhuman-to-human relationship in the case of HNRs, 
it is essential to consider what is required in the aspects of ethical concerns and 
human safety. Regarding redefinitions of nursing and its underlying beliefs, values, 
and assumptions, it is pertinent to understand the implications of AI and its role in 
HNR in healthcare. Thus, robotics, AI, with Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
will become a predominant aspect of healthcare and welfare settings, particularly 
among older persons [10].

The HNRs must perform appropriate empathic dialogs [9, 11] by accurately 
judging the person’s expression, non-verbal, and language expressions using AI 
sensory tools [12].

For the emotional recognition and non-verbal output, the required functions 
include: 1) Recognizing users’ facial expressions; 2) Matching the expressions with 
emotion database information; 3) Selecting appropriate expressions from emo-
tion database; and 4) Conveying emotional expression by particular motion, for 
example, using flashing light, moving upper limb and head, etc.

Furthermore, a robot’s recognition and verbal output for voices by other per-
sons, e.g., older persons can include: 1) Subjects’ voice recognition; 2) Text conver-
sion by NLP; 3) Matching with the NLP database for appropriate response; 4) 
Speech synthesis, and 5) Vocalization.

In conversations of robot with older person, it is expected that robot can provide 
accurate empathic response according to the situation. If an older person said, 

Figure 1. 
Pepper is interacting with older persons.
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“I want to eat sushi!”, but the humanoid robot responds with, “I cannot eat because 
I am a robot”, this is unlikely to engage older persons with the robot because such 
response does not demonstrate the empathic understanding of the robot. However, 
if the humanoid robot responds like so: “I am a robot, but I would like to try eating 
sushi. Tell me, what does it taste like?”, this answer is likely to engage older persons 
because it relates a feeling of understanding and of empathy. If HNRs have this 
empathic response competency, older persons can attain well-being by understand-
ing the content of dialogs and conversations with robots, such as Pepper robot 
(Figure 1).

3. Required conversation functions for humanoid nursing partner robots

This section discusses requirements for HNRs to allow a two-way conversation 
(dialog) with the user/other. HNRs should comprehend the content of the remarks, 
the intention of these remarks, including emotions, and others. From the informa-
tion on speech, paralanguage, and appearance, such as facial expressions and ges-
tures, HNRs can present listening postures to the user, using an appropriate ‘line of 
sight’ and nods to signify the appropriateness of the response to the user’s remarks 
(Figure 2). These functionalities might facilitate active speech engagements of the 
user with the HNRs. Furthermore, when HNRs return appropriate responses based 
on the user’s remarks and the contents they understand from non-verbal informa-
tion, the user can feel that HNRs are listening and understanding dialog/conversa-
tion and may feel satisfied with the information or content of the interactive dialog.

As an example of an appropriate response by HNRs, a method such as repeat-
ing the keyword used by the user in the remark, or providing a topic related to the 
keyword can be considered. Further, the voice and movement of the HNRs during 
its response also affect the impression of the dialog (Figure 3).

For example, when a user speaks a sad topic or shows a sad expression, it is 
necessary that the HNR responds with a sentence and bodily behavior related to 
compassion, comfort, and encouragement. Moreover, it is important that the robot’s 
voice is conveyed with a tone of artificial compassion that matches the response 

Figure 2. 
An example of the required performance of the application for dialog/conversation with older persons  
(the robot’s receiver function).
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sentence, and accurately delivers the humanoid robot’s intention to the user [13, 14]. 
The humanoid robot’s response matching the user’s emotions may contribute to an 
expression of artificial sympathy and thereby enhancing empathic expressions for 
the user.

In the current facial expression recognition technology, reading facial expres-
sions more accurately by recognizing a human face in 3 dimensions (3D) is also 
being studied [15, 16]. Research is being conducted on robot capabilities assessing 
human emotions not only from the movements of the eyes and mouth, but also 
from the movements of human facial muscles and upper body [17]. For the response 
ability of humanoid robots, it is at the stage wherein creation appropriations of 
response sentences are evidenced, including the examination of the response 
vocalization intervals without discomfort, and the implementations with robot 
verifications and improvement [18–21].

The required performance of the application for interacting with older persons 
requires a function that allows HNRs to speak according to the user’s remarks, 
rather than the user conversing according to the robot’s remarks. Alternatively, it 
is necessary to devise a way to give the user the feeling of having a dialog by mak-
ing the user feel as if the HNR understands the user’s remarks and intentions. As 
reception functions for the application, in addition to the technology to accurately 
read the content of remarks from the user’s voice, the technology to read the user’s 
situation from information other than voice such as facial expressions and gestures 
is required. Furthermore, as its transmission functions, a response sentence, 
vocalization and actions the expressive function matching the user’s remarks and 
emotions are required.

4.  How to develop a robot that can express verbal and non-verbal 
expressions

For a robot to convey verbal and non-verbal expressions like those of a human, 
it is necessary to have a receptor that is equivalent to that of a human. These are 
the sensory receptors for sight [22, 23], smell [24, 25], and touch [26]. Then, the 
information detected from these receptors is entered to the system. As such, it is 

Figure 3. 
An example of the required performance of the application for dialog/conversation with older persons (the 
robot’s sender function).
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necessary to perform machine learning based on the input information and prepare 
to output verbal and non-verbal expressions [27, 28]. Additionally, it is necessary 
for the robot to be able to perform the same movements and expressions as humans 
do in terms of its output [29, 30]. Depending on how similar the robot’s expression 
is to human behavior, however, it may lead to an uncanny valley [31] that human 
beings may find creepy at some points, thereby influencing the responses it can do.

4.1 Anthropomorphic form necessary in human-robot conversation

The anthropomorphic form is necessary when an HNR is expected to talk to 
older persons or take vital signs like human nurse do. The influence of physiogno-
mies of HNRs is a greater determining factor apparent to the efficient response of 
human beings in human-robot transactive engagements. Instead of the “Uncanny 
Valley” captivating robot communication, it is the human-HNR interactive ‘fit’ 
or congruence that may be better appreciated by human persons when HNRs are 
appropriately described from its appearance or looks. It’s accurate and appropri-
ate conversational capabilities further appropriate responses by HNR dependent 
largely on conversational communications that can easily be influenced by artificial 
affective communication [8].

In the case of a pleasant conversation with HNRs, human beings have a sense of 
affinity (Shinwa-kan) with HNRs, like appreciating their cuteness, and expressions 
of fun. However, human beings have also disappointed, especially when robots have 
poor conversational competencies. Human beings feel fear, misunderstanding, and 
confusion depending on the deviousness of the conversational language contents.

4.2 Roles and functions of humanoid nursing partner robots

Nevertheless, as companions in patient care, HNRs should assume multiple roles 
including being healthcare assistants to help with task completion. It is necessary 
for HNRs to possess abilities to express artificial emotions through linguistically 
appropriate and accurate communication processes, including nonverbal expres-
sions with autonomous bodily movements. It is also critical that the appearance 
of HNRs would be more familiar, relatable, non-intimidating [32], does not cause 
human emotional unease and discomforts such as fear, anxiety, and suspiciousness, 
since human-like appearance of HNRs can lead to resistance [33].

One of the essential attributes of HNRs proposed is Artificial Affective 
Compassion (AAC) [8]. With the AAC (Figure 4) accentuating the significance 

Figure 4. 
Human Emotive Impressions from Conversations During Human-robot Interaction using Artificial Affective 
Communication (from Ref. [8]).
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of language in human-robot interaction, not only will physiognomies of robot 
impact HNRs’ value, but also its capabilities to communicate with AI for NLP. 
Communicating with artificial affection instilled with phonology and appropri-
ately applied by mimicking human interactions through human features, elements 
designed with social and cultural nuances in communicative situations in transac-
tive engagements with human beings may be made more valuable and meaningful 
for human healthcare practice.

5. An example of conversation with older persons and Pepper

The issue of conversation with Pepper includes expressions such as robot gaze 
[34], eye blink synchrony [35], eye contact [36], and speech [37]. This issue between 
older persons and Pepper with a conversation function in the application named 
“Kenkou-oukoku TALK for Pepper [38]” is vocalization with less intonation. This 
characteristic makes it difficult for older persons to understand whether Pepper’s 
sentence is an interrogative or a declarative sentence. Similarly, it was found difficult 
for older persons to understand the end of the sentence with Pepper’s talk. The pitch 
of Pepper’s voice is high and difficult to hear. Similarly, Pepper’s sensors may not be 
able to register the correct meaning of the sentence because of the older persons’ soft 
voice or use of a dialect. If the contents of the conversation cannot be recognized, 
Pepper may interrupt the conversation or suddenly change the topic, which may 
offend older persons. Therefore, many situations exist wherein the contents of the 
dialog do not match. In the current performance of Pepper, it changed the topic 
while the user was still thinking about the answer to Pepper’s question [39]. In addi-
tion, the operational issue of Pepper is its line of sight. If its line of sight is deviated 
from the talking person using Pepper’s dialog program, Pepper will proceed with the 
conversation while recognizing others objects around it, thereby failing its line of 
sight. Figure 5 presents Robot’s line of sight.

The role of an intermediary to support the conversation between older persons 
and Pepper is important [40]. In the current conversation with Pepper, the user 
must adapt oneself to the Pepper’s utterance. In this case, older persons are expected 
to listen to Pepper’s talk instead of doing all the talking. They must have cognitive 
responsiveness ability while talking with Pepper. Training to respond quickly and 
accurately to Pepper’s questions may be useful as a rehabilitation for cognitive 
function.

Figure 5. 
Pepper’s line of visualization.
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Furthermore, to use the current Pepper’s conversation application for cogni-
tive rehabilitation of older persons, researchers propose a method in which older 
persons play a role of listeners. This role might be useful for training as they can 
concentrate on listening to the speaker’s utterances, understand the content of the 
conversation, and to convey their personal feelings to the other person. When the 
conversation with Pepper is over, if the intermediary will instruct older persons 
to recollect the conversation content, this process may lead to maintenance of 
memory and confirmation, and training of information processing functions for 
older people.

As a means of improving the Pepper robot application, it is desirable that there is 
no one-way conversation by Pepper when older persons adapt the Pepper’s utter-
ances. Moreover, it is necessary to improve the conversation performance of the 
application so that older persons can enjoy talking with the robot for a long time. 
Thus, it is necessary to improve the following: (1) Timing of talk response; (2) Talk 
content must match the situation; (3) Appropriate reaction to the user’s speech; 
(4) Functions of having eye contact with the user properly; and (5) Functions of 
reacting to users with non-verbal expressions. It is considered to assure the accom-
plishment of mutual conversation by these functions.

In order to solve the problem of line of vision, it is necessary to enable robots to 
express verbal and non-verbal expressions at the same level as human beings. It is 
considered that robots are merely showing artificial verbal and non-verbal expres-
sions through machine learning [41]. Advanced intelligence is required when trying 
to express verbal and non-verbal expressions by incorporating artificial thinking, 
mind, and compassion [42]. Therefore, it is necessary to give the computer an 
artificial self [43].

Demands for quality nursing care and household responsibilities may be suc-
cessfully met because of anticipated automation and robotization of work activities 
through AI and other technological advancements [44]. AI has become the latest 
“buzzword” in the industry today. To date, there is no AI machine able to ‘learn’ 
collective tacit knowledge. AI applies supervised learning and needs a great deal of 
data to do so. Humans learn in a ‘self-supervised way’. Humans observe the world 
and figure out how it works. Humans need fewer data because humans can under-
stand facts and interpret those using metaphors. Humans can transfer their abilities 
from one brain path to another. Moreover, these are skills, which AI will need if it is 
to progress to human intelligence [45].

6. Dialog systems

The types of dialog systems can be classified as follows: task-oriented dialog 
systems and non-task-oriented dialog systems. A task-oriented dialog system [46] 
performs the dialog necessary to achieve the demands of the user. The non-task-
oriented dialog system [47] aims to continue the dialog itself. In order to continue 
the dialog, it is necessary to be able to handle non-task-oriented dialog [48]. The 
number of people who can converse at the same time is one robot to one person. 
However, in order to develop a high-performance humanoid robot in the future, it is 
desirable that one robot can have a dialog with three people.

Regarding the initiative of dialog, in the case of HNRs, the nurse and caregiver 
have the initiative. In the case of a dialog system, the distinction is made as to 
whether or not it has a physical body. For example, Siri does not have a body, but AI 
speakers and communication robots have a physical body. In this book, the HNRs 
having physicality are premised on the AI technology of mounted dialog processing. 
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As a classification of learning methods, regarding modality, in the case of a voice 
dialog robot, learning performed from a plurality of pieces of information (mul-
timodal) [49] is needed. For example, information on a dialog between a skilled 
nurse and a care recipient is recorded at the same time. Then, it is necessary to let AI 
learn the motions and biological data acquired by the moving images and sensors as 
multimodal information.

The following are the steps involved in the HNR’s generation of a response 
sentence containing emotions in response to the patient’s speech. These steps are 
illustrated in Figure 6.

1. When the patient speaks, the HNR recognizes it as speech and converts it to 
linguistic information.

2. The HNR acquires multimodal information (vocal tone, facial expression, and 
language) from the patient via various mounted sensors and uses machine-
learning algorithms, such as neural network algorithms, to estimate the 
patient’s emotion [50].

3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [51] is applied to the patient’s speech to 
detect the topics in their speech. The number of topics must be determined in 
advance. Here, the number of topics is determined as approximately 1000, and 
appropriate speech topics are acquired by clustering a set of topics obtained 
from the LDA based on the similarities between topics.

4. Based on the speech topic thus obtained and semantic features of the speech 
content, search and detect sentences from the response database built in advance 
that agree with the speech topic and have similar content to the speech. Obtain 
the most appropriate sentence in response to the speech content as the result.

5. Based on the response sentence thus obtained and the emotional estimated in 
(2), artificial emotions are synthesized using an emotion expression dictionary. 

Figure 6. 
Dialog processing mechanism using natural language processing.
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To synthesize emotions, find expressions from the emotion expression diction-
ary semantically similar to the expressions included in the response sentence 
and replace them with synonymous emotional expressions in accordance 
with the patient’s emotions. If the patient has expressed a feeling of “sadness”, 
then the expressions in the response sentence are replaced by expressions that 
suit the feeling of “sadness”.

6. Lastly, a sentence is generated. Here, the response sentence is synthesized with 
artificial emotions and is corrected if it contains unnatural elements or if it 
does not match the context of the preceding sentence. Moreover, add some 
sentences (that evoke a speech response) so as to not stop the conversation 
with the patient.

This system requires speech act type estimation, topic estimation, concept 
extraction, and frame processing. Few studies have experimented and applied 
interactive processing using machine learning at a practical level in the field such 
as long-term care. It is considered that the cause is the difficulty of responding to 
situations that cannot occur in normal conversation, acquiring utterances, and 
predicting emotions in special dialog situations such as in long-term care.

In order to incorporate the tacit knowledge of nursing/long-term care into AI as 
explicit knowledge, we will record multimodal dialog data at the nursing/long-term 
care site. A multimodal nursing/long-term care corpus is constructed by its label to 
the data by skilled human nurses. Based on this corpus, we will develop a machine 
learning model method for predicting care labels from multimodal information. 
It is important to evaluate and tune the model with the goal of creating labels with 
high prediction accuracy. It might be an important point for future development 
to adapt the current mainstream method to dialog in long-term care with the older 
person and perform dialog processing. The following problems are considered when 
the target has a natural dialog with the dialog system only by adapting the current 
mainstream method.

• In a general dialog system, the next utterance cannot be made without the 
response of the other party, so the dialog may not continue depending on the 
situation.

• The general knowledge/common sense obtained from dictionary data such 
as Wikipedia may differ from the knowledge/common sense of the care 
recipient.

• Since there are cases where long-term care dialog is conducted based on tacit 
knowledge, there is a lot of information that cannot be seen from the collected 
corpus, and it is difficult for the machine-learning model to respond.

• Depending on the care recipient’s situation, it may be difficult to predict emo-
tions even with multimodal information.

We also believe it necessary to build a language model suitable for caregiving 
dialog with the older person for use with speech recognition, by collecting and 
analyzing a corpus of audio-visual caregiving dialogs. Thus, not only the language 
model but also the acoustic model must be tailored to the nursing practice and 
speech of older persons. In addition, by collecting and analyzing the audio-video 
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corpus of long-term care dialog, it will be necessary to construct a language model 
suitable for elderly long-term care dialog for use in voice recognizers. It is thought 
that not only the language model but also the acoustic model that is suitable for the 
nursing care site and the voice of the older person will be required.

As HNRs learn to perform nursing functions, such as ambulation support, vital 
sign measurement, medication administration, and infectious disease protocols, the 
role of nurses in care delivery will change [52].

Hamstra [53] argued:

With less burden on nurses and improved quality of care for patients, collabora-
tion with nurse robots will improve current trends of nursing shortages and unsafe 
patient ratios.

While there is much to be excited about, there are aspects of nursing that cannot 
be replaced by robots. Nurses ability to understand the context, interpret hidden 
emotions, recognize implications, reflect empathy, and act on intuition, are innate 
and human skills that drive success as nurses.

It is not obvious whether robotics can parallel these characteristics yet, as 
research on these topics is still ongoing. Also, it is important to remember that high-
ability humanoid robots that can function much like a human being has not been 
developed in 2020. It is still in the developmental stage, and, today, it cannot be 
used as a functional work robot that is autonomous. Therefore, intermediaries such 
as healthcare providers play critical roles within the transactive relations between 
and among robot and older persons now.

Transactive is a term focusing on the transactional nature of things [54]. As an 
active process, it illuminates the main feature of the relationship among human-
to-human and human-to-intelligent machines, which is, always a transaction. The 
term illuminates the relationship between HNRs and human persons. This picture 
shows a transactive relationship among older persons, an occupational therapist as 
intermediary, and Pepper (Figure 7).

Figure 7. 
A transactive relationship among older persons, intermediary, and Pepper.
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7.  Prospects for the introduction of humanoid nursing partner robots  
in clinical nursing practice

Since AI and robots used for nursing and long-term care are diverse, it is impor-
tant to clarify what AI is, what robots are used for in nursing and long-term care, 
how to use it, and how to apply it to nursing care? Therefore, conducting research 
related to this topic is important.

In addition, we will search for solutions in clinical settings used for nursing and 
clarify the required performance and required functions for AI. From the perspective 
of nursing and medical care, it is important to establish academic disciplines that 
explore and collaborate with AI and robot developers from the Faculty of Engineering. 
For example, consider how many and what kind of nursing work the healthcare robot 
can perform. Looking at the current situation, various robots that do not have human 
shapes have already “invaded” the medical world. There are robots for improving 
efficiency and accuracy, such as surgical robots and robots that support dispensing 
operations and assisting caregivers such as providing transfer and bathing support.

In the future, it can be imagined that a robot that scans the running of blood ves-
sels and programs injection technology will perform injections. It may be possible 
to secure blood vessels for intravenous injection, which can be safer than nurses 
and doctors. However, what should we do to ensure safety, when this robot breaks 
down and out of control? Like humans, it is necessary to be able to judge whether to 
puncture anymore.

Will humans take on the role of monitoring robots in the relationship between 
robots and humans (nurses)? Will it add the role of monitoring robots to keep patients 
safe? Alternatively, now that computers have been introduced, will robot-dedicated 
engineers be stationed in hospitals just as computer engineers are stationed?

8. Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the issues of development of conver-
sational dialog of HNRs for nursing, especially for long-term care, and to forecast 
the robot introduction into clinical practice. The major issue is HNRs verbalization, 
which include inappropriate intonation, voice range, and the speech speed. These 
issues bring challenge to promote HNRs introduction into clinical practice. In order 
for robot to meet the demand and situations in nursing and healthcare, it is essential 
to improve conversation functions and performance of HNRs, such as the ability to 
express appropriate verbal and non-verbal expressions. For this challenge, collabora-
tion between nursing researchers and AI and machine developers is recommended.
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Abstract

Robot therapy uses humanoid and animal-like robots. The robot therapy for 
older adults is expected to affect the therapeutic goals, including physical condition, 
cognitive function, and provide joy. By interaction with humanoid or animal-like 
robot, the older adults who are not physically active may have the improvement of 
their physical condition, such as hugging, stroking, talking with them, and partici-
pating in any activity involving the robot. The typical examples show that animal 
therapy has almost the same effectiveness as robot therapy among older people. It 
is clarified that robot therapy can be expected to have a healing effect on patients, 
improve motivation for activity, and increase the amount of activity, like animal 
therapy. Furthermore, it was essential to consider the intermediary role of nurses 
for connecting the robot and older adults and their role, even if the robot is not 
sophisticated enough to be useful as a humanoid nurse robot for rehabilitation and 
dialogue with older adults. Thus, robot therapy could be considered another impor-
tant intervention in the challenging health and innovative care practices needed 
in the care of older persons. This chapter explains the robot therapy program for 
patients with dementia from the viewpoint of its framework and effectiveness.

Keywords: robot therapy, animal therapy, older adults, dementia, intermediary role

1. Introduction

In Japan, the number of older adults requiring medical and nursing care is 
increasing, constituting a super-aged society [1]. This trend is exacerbated by the 
decrease in the active working population and is accompanied by a declining birth 
rate [2]. This situation in Japan and other countries, including for current and 
future rehabilitation services, increases the demand for nursing care of older adults. 
With that as a result, nursing staff shortages are becoming more serious [3, 4]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to bridge the gap between human resources and demand 
for services in health care. In addition, the number of patients with dementia is also 
increasing especially among the older adult population who need more engaged 
medical and nursing care [5].

There are plenty of reports on the benefits of animal therapy, which began 
in the USA in the 1970s [6]. One study conducted in patient with schizophrenia 
found that showed cortisol level was significantly reduced after participating in 
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an animal assisted therapy session, which could indicate that interaction with the 
therapy dogs reduced stress [7]. Another study reported that measuring actigraphy 
increased sleep duration (min) when visitors were accompanied by a dog rather 
than the robot seal or soft toy cat [8]. Another study reported that animal therapy 
is associated with decreased impulsivity, aggression, and anxiety, and increased 
sociability [9].

Meanwhile, several studies have suggested that the robots used in robot therapy 
can improve the cognitive level and reduce the Behavioral and Psychological 
Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD) in patients [10, 11]. However, none of the studies 
have tested the robots on a large sample, meaning that their findings have limited 
generalizability [12]. Yokoyama reported the caregiver must play an intermediary 
role during robot therapy for older people with dementia [13]. For such therapy to 
be effective, it must be evaluated from the perspective of the user (an older adult 
with dementia) and the caregiver (a nurse or other professional caregiver).

Osaka and other studies [14–16] analysed Heart Rate Variability (HRV) and 
accelerometer data in two-second increments and showed real-time results. As 
such, changes in autonomic activity and the intensity of physical exercise could be 
determined during the implementation of robot therapy. This device sensor was 
designed to be small size and thus carry only minimal burden for older persons. 
Another advantage was that it could transmit data to a computer wirelessly, allow-
ing the tested subjects to move freely. It is also possible for an observer to supple-
ment the data by recording through the participant observation of the relationship 
between the older person and the caregiver during the intervention.

Limited study on robot therapy in older adults with dementia has assessed the 
intervention objectively and comprehensively by using participant observation 
and HRV and accelerometer data. The study by Osaka et al. [14] is valuable in that 
it provides objective data to those involved in caring for older adults with demen-
tia (caregivers and health care professionals involved in rehabilitation), thereby 
allowing them to review their interventional approaches in relation to standard. 
Moreover, if it can be demonstrated that low-cost robot therapy is effective, then 
the study will offer valuable data for developing policies on cost-effective robotics 
in dementia care.

This chapter explains the robot therapy program for patients with dementia 
from the viewpoint of its framework and effectiveness.

2. Definition of terms

2.1 Animal therapy

The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) defined Animal Assisted 
Therapy (AAT) as one of the Animal Assisted Intervention (AAI) [17]. There are 
various animals are used for AAT, such as canines, felines, and equines, depending 
on purpose of treatment, but the most frequently used animal for AAT is the dog 
[18]. The AAI for older people can be expected to have the effect of suppressing the 
decline in cognitive functions and improving the peripheral symptoms (depression, 
agitation, aggression) and insomnia associated with dementia [10].

2.2 Robot therapy

The number of robot therapy articles for rehabilitation or recreation that 
include communication is increasing. Considering the entity of a care robot, 
several definitions are recently offered [19]. However, there is no consensus 
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about their findings. The devices and applications in those studies have yet to 
be integrated into widespread clinical use [20]. Robot therapy functions include 
providing therapy, educate, enable communication, and so on [21]. A pilot study 
showed that by interacting with Paro, a seal-like robot, the communication 
and interaction skills, and activity participation of older people improved [22]. 
Another study reported that the use of Paro is associated with improvement in 
emotional state and social interaction and reduce the challenging behaviours 
among older people [23]. Research showed that robot therapy has the same effect 
on people as animal therapy [21]. The effects of robot therapy and animal therapy 
influence the physical, cognitive, and mental conditions of the users, especially 
the older people.

3. Theoretical framework

The Model for the intermediary Role of nurses in Transactive relationships 
with Healthcare robots (MIRTH©) [24] explains the engagement processes that 
are characteristic activities of older adults with dementia, the nurse as mediator, 
and the communication robot (Figure 1). Healthcare robots’ function in transac-
tive relationships among patients and nurses. The nurses’ role as intermediaries 
is integral to facilitating the interaction between these robots and the older adult 
patients who are in transactive relationships. The effects of the intermediary role 
are especially prominent with low-fidelity robots in use today. The functional 
abilities of the nurse as intermediary include knowledge of advancing technologies 
regarding robots that foster quality care.

Nurses as intermediaries should: (1) have an accurate awareness of each of the 
functions of robot performance and the usefulness of each function relevant to 
patient care situations; (2) create relationships with healthcare robots so that they 
can promote the health and safety of older adults while increasing their enjoyment 
through physical and social activities; and (3) seek safe, secure, and competent 
ways to facilitate using healthcare robots for healthcare. In essence, intermediaries 

Figure 1. 
Illustration of MIRTH©.
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should prepare the environment for using healthcare robots. In doing so older 
adults can use healthcare robots for complicated operations, with the nurse as 
intermediary monitoring the effective use of robots and identifying clinical prob-
lems while working with healthcare institutions to address preventable healthcare 
problems.

The MIRTH© model has five assumptions:
It is the responsibility of nurses as professionals to practice nursing grounded in 

discipline-related knowledge of nursing. The most important attribute in nursing is 
the relationship expressed as caring. Robot performance requires an intermediary 
for their effective and safe use [14, 15]. This assumption expresses the importance 
of the functions of intermediaries in robot-human situations. The intermediary is 
inextricably linked with the patient and the healthcare robot;

• Robots are used for rehabilitation, recreation, and caring of older adults [16]. 
This assumption describes the variety of functions of robots specifically for 
older persons;

• High-quality care with robot-human relationship is guided by ethical and 
moral standards of nursing [25]. With human beings as patients and robots as 
integral to human health care, this relationship must be linked with consider-
ations of beneficial effects founded on justice and goodness;

• Technologies of health and nursing are elements for caring [26].

• The utility of advancing technologies founded on competent expressions of 
caring provides opportunities for innovating human caring practices;

• Nursing is both a discipline and a profession [27].

It is the responsibility of nurses as professionals to practice nursing grounded 
in discipline-related knowledge of nursing. The interactive engagement, the lived 
experience of the caring between patients and nurses, gives meaning to the nursing 
relationship, the most important attribute in Nursing.

Framework for robot therapy program.
It has been reported that therapies using animals have a healing effect on 

patients and an improvement in motivation for performing activities [28, 29]. Park 
et al. performed a meta-analysis on animal assisted and pet robot interventions 
which suggested that AAI and Pet Robot Intervention (PRI) significantly reduce 
depression in patients with dementia. It report, nine studies were analysed and 
seven of them showed confirming results. The outcome measurements used scales 
such as functional tests and depression scales. In the two studies, pulse oximetry, 
pulse rate or galvanic skin response (GSR) (electric skin response) were combined 
and evaluated as physiological indicators [10].

Intervention therapies using animals for hospitalized patients is not uncommon. 
Studies by Osaka and others [14–16] suggest that robot therapy is expected to have 
a more healing effect on patients and improve motivation for activities for older 
people by using an expensive humanoid robot such as Pepper from an inexpensive 
communication robot.

Figure 2 shows the framework of the effectiveness using robot therapy by 
Osaka. Robot therapy uses humanoid and animal-like robots. The robot therapy is 
expected to affect the therapeutic goals, including physical effect (e.g., relaxation, 
motivation), physiological effect (e.g., improvement of vital signs), and social 
effect (e.g., stimulation of communication among inpatients and caregivers) [30]. 
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By interaction with humanoid or animal-like robot, the older adults who are not 
physically active may have the improvement of their physical condition [31], such 
as hugging and stroking them, talking with them, and participating in any activity 
involving the robot.

The intermediary role of the nurse involves mediating and connecting patients 
with robots. It also involves a focus on ethical and moral issues inherent in nurs-
ing situations that include activities by healthcare robots [25]. Specifically, the 
intermediary person was in charge of connecting the subject with the robot. An 
intermediary can support older persons to interact well with the robot according to 
their physical condition. Also, they can provide joy for older adults when interact-
ing with the robot, and among other persons. Moreover, in this interaction, the 
cognitive function of older persons with dementia may improve as they are able to 
communicate or have a conversation with robots [32]. Thus, intermediary can ask 
older adults if they are having fun, and if they feel like they have a companion in 
their daily life.

In Japan, various robots are produced and introduced for robot therapy in 
hospitals and other health care facilities. However, the performance and func-
tions of these robots are often of lesser fidelity and functionality than expected 
by some facilities, thereby preventing their continued use after the initial intro-
duction [33, 34]. The dialogue between healthcare robots and older adults was 
difficult without an intermediary role because of the difficulty for older adults to 
understand the robot because of the speed of its speech and tone of vocalization 
[15]. Oftentimes, because of this robot inefficiency, it is essential to consider 
instituting the intermediary role of nurses to engage the robot with the older 
adults. This nurses’ role can enhance utility and instigate efficiency even if the 
robot is not sophisticated enough to be useful for rehabilitation and dialogue with 
older adults.

4. Method

4.1 Subjects of the study

The subjects of the study were two female older persons who were diagnosed 
with dementia using the Hasegawa’s Dementia Scale-Revised (HDS-R) [35] instru-
ment. Both were in their 80s and met the following inclusion criterion (diagnosed 
with dementia with a certain score): the HDS-R between the score range of 3-20 
points. Exclusion criteria included older people who could not communicate 
verbally, those who could not interact with dogs and small stuffed toy robots, those 
who could not wear a portable electrocardiogram, and those who could not consent 
from their families.

Figure 2. 
The framework for robot therapy program.
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• Subject A received the animal therapy intervention. She was in her 80’s and 
diagnosed with dementia with a HDS-R score of 8 points.

• Subject B received the robot therapy. She was in her 80’s and diagnosed with 
dementia with a HDS-R score of 10 points.

Data collection occurred on a single day, in a single observation period for each 
person; data collection for animal therapy was on October 10, 2017, and for robot 
therapy was October 25, 2019.

4.2 Hypothesis

As a prediction of the data comparison results, both animal therapy and robot 
therapy have the same effect on the physical, mental, and cognitive functions of the 
older person. Each subject data was extracted from animal and robot therapy, and both 
effects were compared. Data extraction methods were indicated in Figures 3 and 4.

4.3 Ethical consideration

The data collection procedure was performed following the Private Information 
Protection Law, with approval from the Tokushima University Hospital Ethics Board 
(approval number 2039) and Mifune Hospital (approval number 20170201-1). The 
purpose and methods used in the study were explained to all subjects and their 
guardians. Subjects were assured that their personal information would be pro-
tected and would only be used for research purposes, and that anonymity would be 
maintained in the report.

4.4 Data extraction method

4.4.1 Animal therapy protocol

As described below, a total of 5 minutes of data was extracted before, during, 
and after the therapy (Figure 3). In the animal therapy, the subject was an older 
person with dementia who was admitted to the facility. Animal therapy was  
performed by a therapist after music therapy. The animal used was a dog.

4.4.2 Robot therapy protocol

As described below, robot therapy was set to a total of 5 minutes of data before, 
during, and after the therapy. However, due to data collection constraints, it could 
not obtain data for 5 minutes during and after the therapy (Figure 4). In the robot 
therapy procedure, the subject was an older person with dementia. The robots 
used were Kabo-chan (W23×H28×H28 (sitting high), weight 680g) and Mi-chan 
(W25×D20×H 30 (sitting high) 30cm, weight 390g). These robots can talk, sing, 
and slightly nod charmingly in response to touch and spoken words. These robots 
have sensors that are installed in the mouth, head, hands, feet, and main body. 
These sensors allow the robots to verbally respond to any sounds and movements.

4.5 Procedure of data analysis

4.5.1 Analysis of autonomic nervous activity

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) data were assessed at various frequency bands 
using an HRV software tool (MemCalc/Bonaly Light: GMS, Tokyo, Japan).  
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The low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) bands in heart rate variability 
(HRV) reflect sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems which is com-
monly accepted as the activities of the autonomic nervous system [36, 37]. In a 
continuously recorded data, inter-beat (R-R) intervals were obtained for a 1-min 
segment using the maximum entropy method. In this study, the two major spectral 
components of HRV, the variances of the Low-Frequency (LF: 0.04 - 0.15 Hz) band 
and High-Frequency (HF: 0.15 - 0.4 Hz) band, were calculated. The HF data can be 
used as an index of parasympathetic nervous activity, and the LF/HF ratio can be 
used as an index of sympathetic nervous activity.

An optimal level of variability within an organism’s key regulatory systems is 
critical to the inherent flexibility and adaptability or resilience that epitomizes 
healthy functioning and well-being [38]. HRV is the change in the time intervals 
between adjacent heartbeats. It is an emergent property of interdependent regula-
tory systems that operate on different time scales to adapt to environmental and 
psychological challenges. The heart’s rhythms are characterized as reflecting 
both physiological and psychological functional status of internal self-regulatory 
systems. Lowered parasympathetic activity, rather than reduced sympathetic func-
tioning appears to account for the reduced HRV in aging [39]. This can be observed 
when persons engage in meeting a challenge that requires effort and increased 
sympathetic activation. Alternatively, it can indicate increased parasympathetic 
activity as occurs during slow breathing [40]. With psychological regulation, lower 
HF power is associated with stress, panic, anxiety, or worry [41].

In this study, the use of HRV was critical in measuring the psychological 
functional status and emotional experience of older persons particularly those 

Figure 4. 
Robot therapy protocol. Robot therapy data extraction method. Before therapy 10:05:00 ~ 10:09:58 (5 minutes 
in total); During therapy 10:26:16 ~ 10:27:58 (1 minute 41 seconds in total); After therapy 10:27:58 ~ 10:28:40 
(42 seconds in total). As described above, it was set to extract a total of 5 minutes of data before, during, and 
after the therapy. However, due to data constraints, data during and after the therapy was less than 5 minutes. 
The measurement time was sometimes short because the measurement was performed according to the 
procedure of robot therapy in the clinical setting. In addition, an artifact was included in the electrocardiogram 
due to the subject’s movements, so it was not possible to obtain all the data for 5 minutes. This was the limitation 
of this clinical study.

Figure 3. 
Animal therapy protocol. Animal therapy data extraction method. Before therapy 10:24:00 ~ 10:28:58 
(5 minutes in total); During therapy 11:32:00 ~ 11:36:58 (5 minutes in total); After therapy 11:37:00 ~ 11:41:58 
(5 minutes in total). As described above, a total of 5 minutes of data was extracted before, during, and after the 
therapy.
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with dementia. Changes in autonomic nervous activity were determined using 
HRV. Heart Rate (HR) -mean, HF, LF/HF, NU % (ratio of sympathetic nerve 
components), and body movement (acceleration) are shown in the graph, it shows 
the relationship between subjects’ interaction with dog or robot doll during inter-
vention. The results were recorded graphically, enabling visual assessments and 
measurements (Figure 5).

5. Typical examples and discussions

5.1  Comparison of animal therapy and robot therapy using the HRV and 
accelerometer as biological responses of older persons with dementia

5.1.1 Animal therapy

5.1.1.1 The experimental data before the animal therapy

The data were visually recorded enabling graphic visual assessments and mea-
surements. The analysis of the HRV allowed the evaluation of autonomic nervous 
function.

After the movement of the dog (animal) trunk, the sympathetic nerve recordings 
became predominant. Afterwards, it was the parasympathetic nerve that became 
predominant. Changes in autonomic nervous activity can be confirmed from the 
data recorded in the accelerometer and the results of heart rate variability analysis as 
the body moves (Figure 6).

5.1.1.2 The experimental data during the animal therapy

Subject A's HRV data showed sympathetic nerve predominance after touching the 
dog, after which it showed a sympathetic nerve predominance. Before touching the dog 
for the second time, the pulse rate decreased, and the parasympathetic nerve became 
predominant. By interacting with the dog, fluctuations in heart rate were observed, 

Figure 5. 
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) data were assessed at various frequency bands using an HRV software tool 
(MemCalc/Bonaly Light: GMS, Tokyo, Japan).
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and a balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve activities was observed. 
Therefore, it was considered that effective stimulation could be provided by contact 
between the subject and subject A through interaction with the dog (Figure 7).

5.1.2 Robot therapy Data

5.1.2.1 The experimental data before robot therapy

Figure 8 shows the alternating sympathetic and parasympathetic activities 
before the robot therapy.

5.1.2.2 The experimental data during the robot therapy

After holding the robot, it was observed that the parasympathetic nerve  
activity became predominant, and then subsequently, the sympathetic nerve 
became predominant. In addition, after holding the robot for the second time, the 
parasympathetic nerve became predominant.

Figure 6. 
The experimental data before the animal therapy (Subject A). Note: HR-mean; Heart Rate mean, HF; High 
Frequency, LF/HF; Low Frequency / High Frequency, NU; Normalized Unit, Movement; the body movement. 
The unit of vertical axis. HR-Mean; Beat/min, HF; msec2, LF/HF; Nothing, NU (%), Movement; G. The unit 
of horizontal axis; hour: min: second.
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Sympathetic nerve activity was predominant before the start of the therapy. 
However, during the therapy, the sympathetic nerve activity predominance contin-
ued immediately after holding the robot was observed. Autonomic nervous activity 
was stable at the end of the therapy (Figure 9).

5.1.2.3  Comparison of the interactions between older people with dementia and 
their caregivers during animal therapy and during robot therapy

In both animal therapy and robot therapy, stable heart rate and body move-
ments were confirmed in all processes before, during, and after therapy. These 
were during the awake state, and the awakening could be confirmed visually by 
participant observation and recorded video data.

In the animal therapy, the LF/HF value was high even before the start of therapy, 
and the predominance of sympathetic nerve activity was confirmed. During the 
therapy, the LF/HF value increased immediately after the first touch of the dog, 
immediately before the second touch of the dog, and immediately after the touch. 
These activities confirmed that the sympathetic nerve activities were dominant.  

Figure 7. 
The experimental data during animal therapy (Subject A).
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At the end of the therapy, the LF/HF value was high for about one minute, confirm-
ing the predominance of sympathetic nerve activity.

In the robot therapy, the subjects had high LF/HF values and predominant 
sympathetic nerve activity before the start of the therapy. In addition, during the 
therapy, high LF/HF values that continued immediately after the robot was first 
held were observed, confirming the predominance of sympathetic nerve activity. 
After the therapy, the autonomic nervous activity became stable.

5.2  Comparison intermediary interactions during animal therapy and robotic 
therapy using participant observations with older adults

Animal therapy was conducted by the therapist and pianist in the healthcare 
institution. After music therapy, the therapist brought a dog to the older person 
(Subject A). Her expression can be seen from Figure 10. From the observation, 
it was evident that the older person spontaneously touched and stroked the dog. 
Subject A seemed happy touching the dog and intermediary bring the dog near her.

Figure 8. 
The experimental data before robot therapy (Subject B).
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The nurse intermediary was in charge of connecting Subject A with the dog. The 
intermediary asked Subject A some questions: “Do you like dogs and animals” and 
“Have you ever owned a dog?” Subsequently, the intermediary asked, “May I bring 
the dog closer to you?” Since Subject A’s mobility requires a cane when walking, 
and her daily activities is slow due to old age, the intermediary held on to the small 
dog, and brought it near to subject A's chest (Figure 10) to make it easier for her to 
touch the dog. Subject A replied that she had a dog, and that she liked dogs and had 
many dogs, and that one of her dogs was as small as the size of dog used for animal 
therapy. Then the intermediary picked a conversational topic, and the dog waved its 
tail seemingly to mean that “This dog seems happy.”

Subject B was in the robot therapy section. It was observed that older persons 
seemed happier during their interactions with robots. Subject B touched and held 
the robots. She stroked their legs and arms, and head as if the robots were her 
grandchildren. When the older person saw the pictures displayed in the television 
screen, they turned the robot to see the TV screen and she exclaimed to the robot 
“Look at the TV!” After that, she asked the robot some questions like “Do you like 
animals?” And she stroked the robot’s head. When the robot said, “Thank you”, she 

Figure 9. 
The experimental data during robot therapy (Subject B).
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laughed. When the robot sang, she clapped her hands and said, “You’re so good!” 
(Figure 11).

The intermediary asked subject B about her impression of robots and if she was 
interested in the robot. Subject B was interested in the robot and listened to what 
the robot had to say. She replied, “around 80 years old” to the robot question, “How 
old are you?” However, there were some occasions when she could not hear what the 
robot said. Therefore, the intermediary had to repeat what the robot said. Since the 
inexpensive robot used had limited conversational word content, the intermediary 
supplemented the conversation content and enhanced the interval in the conversa-
tion. Also, since the robot can sing songs, the intermediary tried to sing thereby 
illustrating that it was the robot that was singing. Subject B listened intently while 
the robot was singing, and she enjoyed singing to the tune along with the robot. On 
one occasion, the intermediary informed subject B that she could touch the robot. 
She asked. “Would you like to pick up robot Mi chan?”

Figure 10. 
Subject A’s scene during the animal-assisted therapy. During animal therapy: she spontaneously stretched her 
arms, stroked dog’s body, and smiled from beginning to end.

Figure 11. 
Subject B′ scene during robot therapy. During robot therapy: she hugged robot, smile and talked to the robot.
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Conversations with the robots illustrated that nurses as intermediaries can show 
that emotional conversations establish effective transactive engagements between 
subjects and robots.

The comparison of AAI and Robot therapy showed that each method has its 
benefits and shortcomings indicating that the two methods could potentially 
complement each other. Both therapies were shown to have a possibility of benefi-
cial effects on the emotional wellbeing of patients with dementia. There is a pos-
sibility that if robot therapy using an inexpensive robot such as used in this study 
might be obtain the same effect as AAI, barriers peculiar to AAI such as zoonotic 
diseases, animal bites, and allergies can be avoided. In addition, it will be possible 
to use AAI and robot therapy properly while taking advantage of their respective 
characteristics and advantages.

6. Conclusion

This chapter explained the robot therapy program for patients with dementia 
from the viewpoint of its framework and effectiveness.

The electrographic data provided neurophysiological evidence of the influence 
of robot utilization on the autonomic nervous system activity of older adults with 
dementia. The examples described were demonstrations of studies, which captured 
how data were collected through different devices and specific procedures to 
describe, explain, predict, and prescribe phenomena, as evidenced from a rigorous 
analysis of data regarding human-robot interaction with nurses as intermediaries.

The typical examples show that animal therapy has almost the same effective-
ness as robot therapy among older people. It is clarified that robot therapy can be 
expected to have a healing effect on patients, improve motivation for activity, and 
increase the amount of activity, similar to animal therapy. Furthermore, it was 
essential to consider the intermediary role of nurses for connecting the robot and 
older adults and their role, even if the robot is not sophisticated enough to be useful 
as a humanoid nurse robot for rehabilitation and dialogue with older adults.

Thus, robot therapy could be considered another important intervention in 
the challenging health and innovative care practices needed in the care of older 
persons. Nevertheless, two issues were realized regarding living with a human-type 
communication robot as a strategy for rehabilitation care and to improve cognitive 
functions and prevent cognitive decline in the older adults. In this regard, robot 
therapy has not been generalized, and more analysis, descriptions and discussions 
about its practical utility are required.
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Artificial Brain for the  
Humanoid-Nurse Robots of the 
Future: Integrating PsyNACS© 
and Artificial Intelligence
Hirokazu Ito, Tetsuya Tanioka, Michael Joseph S. Diño, 
Irvin L. Ong and Rozzano C. Locsin

Abstract

Robots in healthcare are being developed rapidly, as they offer wide-ranging 
medical applications and care solutions. However, it is quite challenging to develop 
high-quality, patient-centered, communication-efficient robots. This can be 
attributed to a multitude of barriers such as technology maturity, diverse healthcare 
practices, and humanizing innovations. In order to engineer an ideal Humanoid-
Nurse Robots (HNRs), a profound integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
information system like nursing assessment databases for a better nursing care 
delivery model is required. As a specialized nursing database in psychiatric hospi-
tals, the Psychiatric Nursing Assessment Classification System and Care Planning 
System (PsyNACS©) has been developed by Ito et al., to augment quality and safe 
nursing care delivery of psychiatric health services. This chapter describes the 
nursing landscape in Japan, PsyNACS© as a specialized nursing database, the HNRs 
of the future, and the future artificial brain for HNRs linking PsyNACS© with AI 
through deep learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP).

Keywords: PsyNACS©, artificial brain, humanoid-nurse robot, artificial intelligence, 
communication, nursing

1. Introduction

The nursing shortage in Japan has significantly increased in years [1]. Population 
aging coupled with a declining birthrate has greatly steered the upward demand 
for nursing professionals [2, 3]. In response, the Government of Japan has called 
for the adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) and robots in healthcare [4, 5]. 
Japan’s Act for the Mental Health and Welfare of Persons with Mental Disorders has 
been undertaken reducing chronic psychiatric hospital stay as much as possible and 
providing home care services. However, the nursing shortage has created can be 
more pressing healthcare issues in psychiatric hospitals where the length of average 
hospital stay is much longer in contrast with other countries [6, 7].

Psychiatric signs and symptoms provide dysfunctional evidence and pose as 
healthcare disadvantage to patients with mental illness [8–10]. These dysfunctions 
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and disadvantages characterized by repeated exacerbations and remissions for 
patients with mental illness often follow a chronic course [11] wherein they main-
tain their lives in the community while being repeatedly admitted to and discharged 
from psychiatric hospitals [12, 13]. In addition, psychiatric nursing care situations 
have become more challenging as the number of people with dementia continues to 
increase with the population getting older.

Caring for patients with dementia is complex and requires specialized inter-
ventions [14]. In Japan, these situations influence psychiatric healthcare services 
therefore, psychiatric nursing practice requires early assessment during the acute 
phase, and effective health maintenance in the chronic phase to provide optimal 
nursing care for patients.

Access to health data is essential in clinical decision making. This can consider-
ably improve interdisciplinary care and health outcomes of patients with psychi-
atric conditions, preventing unnecessary readmissions and unsafe discharges in 
psychiatric hospitals. In the absence of a functioning database, psychiatric nursing 
care becomes inefficient and fragmented, further creating an inadequate environ-
ment for IoT and robots in healthcare to thrive. On the whole, the current nursing 
landscape remains to exhibit countless unstructured challenges in attaining and 
sustaining quality psychiatric nursing care.

2. The PsyNACS© database

The need for a specialized nursing database for psychiatric hospitals in Japan 
prompted the development of the Psychiatric Nursing Assessment Classification 
System and Care planning System (PsyNACS©) to improve psychiatric nursing care 
services (Ito et al.) [15, 16]. This was a data-driven classification system of nursing 
assessment data for Japanese psychiatric healthcare which can be used in various 
patient care situations in psychiatric units.

In developing the system, a select group of experienced nurses (N = 664) work-
ing in psychiatric hospitals evaluated 211 assessment items for psychiatric nursing 
care derived from contemporary nursing theoretical models and frameworks. The 
results of the factor analysis of the final 209 assessment items generated 9 Patient 
Assessment Data (PAD) and 31 Cluster Assessment Data (CAD). Each PAD con-
sisted of 2 to 5 CADs.

The PADs are simple categories for each corresponding CADs. The PADs include 
(a) psychological symptom and stress, (b) information about treatment, (c) func-
tion of eating and balance of water, (d) life and value, (e) vital signs and health 
assessment, (f) self-care, (g) social support, (h) activity, sleeping and mobility 
capability, and (i) Sexual function and sexual behavior.

PsyNACS© is designed to assist nurses to provide timely, effective and appro-
priate care for patients with mental illness. It can be a server-type, laptop-type, or 
web-type system. A server-type PsyNACS© installs a server in a psychiatric hospi-
tal and the laptop-type PsyNACS© can be used without an internet connection. Of 
interest, the web-type PsyNACS© is connected to a cloud server that enables online 
nursing care planning. These pathways address access to design care plans to meet 
the needs of the patient with mental illnesses for individualized care, including 
treatment, rehabilitation, and post-discharge welfare services. Since the PsyNACS© 
database deals with big data, it has a secure mechanism to gather healthcare infor-
mation and other assessment data.

As a result, the completed database (Figure 1) was digitized so that nursing care 
plans can be accessed using a computer or laptop system.
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PysNACS© works at a lower cost as compared to hospital systems where expen-
sive electronic medical records may not be feasible. The web-type PsyNACS© deals 
with aggregate patient information and health data. This calls for accurate record-
ing and proper documentation of health information, psychiatric symptoms, and 
care plans. PsyNACS© is equipped with a database content filter that displays alerts 
for capturing inappropriate words, entries, or inputs.

Like with any medical and health records, information security and ethics 
remain to be the greatest concern. Both systems and risks management can be 
difficult tasks for nursing or any health professionals. In essence, only patients 
and their lawful representatives may request information. As a result, confidential 
personal information can be managed separately from the psychiatric nurs-
ing assessments and care plans to prevent unauthorized disclosure and leaks. 
PsyNACS© uses a dedicated internet line or a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to 
ensure information safety.

Handling patient information in healthcare settings requires additional levels of 
protection for privacy and confidentiality. A top the terminal management on the 
client end, a third-party risk management system such as antivirus software is highly 
recommended against data breaches. Other security features include establishing 
quality procedures for handling electronic information, setting identity and pass-
word management procedures for authorized access, clarifying server management 
procedures to oversee servers, and ensuring the security of communication paths.

PsyNACS© offers a holistic approach to psychiatric nursing assessment. It col-
lects health information to have a better assessment of patient needs and determine 
the most appropriate nursing interventions. PsyNACS© is organized strategi-
cally into information blocks (Figure 2) for (a) common in psychiatry, (b) with 
dementia, (c) with complication, and (d) additional information. This is achieved 
by integrating the PADs as the key areas of psychiatric assessment (left column) 
and the CADs as the subareas with corresponding nursing assessment items (right 
column). Thus, patient-centered nursing care can be planned and delivered using 
the psychiatric assessment with 9 areas, 31 subareas, and 209 items.

The database prototype for PsyNACS© displays the recommended and relevant 
health information that has been entered recurrently into the system as individual-
level data. This requires active participation and utilization among professional 
nurses at the point of care. By weighing critical information from psychiatric 
nurses, it becomes possible for nurses to use the system with greater usability and 
functionality. The aggregate data in the database will grow eventually into big data, 
which can be analyzed for quality improvement.

Figure 1. 
PsyNACS© login page.
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In practice PsyNACS© was evaluated at a selected psychiatric hospital in Japan. 
Ten nurse managers who were experts in manipulating electronic medical charts 
in their respective psychiatric hospital participated and answered the question-
naire. They entered patient information data using the laptop-type of PsyNACS©. 
Evaluative processes included operability and efficiency of the system determined 
through the survey questionnaire. Five of the 10 participants responded that the 
system was good. Four participants declared that the information input method was 
efficient. However, regarding time required for inputting data was found to be sig-
nificantly different among individual participants. Familiarity of the system opera-
tion was the main determinant (presented at the International Conference on Ethics, 
Esthetics, and Empirics in Nursing, Songkhla, Thailand, July, 5–7. 2017). Integrating 
PsyNACS© into nursing practice will provide nurses with better access to health 
information that allow them to perform holistic assessment and provide quality care 
that is responsive to current standards and contexts of Japanese psychiatric nursing.

3. Humanoid-nurse robots of the future

The Government of Japan’s direction for robots in healthcare strongly coincides 
with the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) [17] and Society 5.0 [18] in which a 
massive integration of highly advanced and recognized disruptive technologies such 
as AI, IoT, and quantum computing is expected to flourish. Nevertheless, this is quite 
challenging for healthcare, more so in psychiatric nursing which is lagging behind 
the manufacturing and other service industries. In order to thrive, information and 
communication technology are crucial for using humanoid robots in healthcare 
area. Despite technological advancements, the maturity of existing ideologies of 
Humanoid-Nurse Robots (HNRs) are yet a forthcoming consideration [19].

The HNRs of the future has no single definition, morphology (form), and 
physiology (function). Rather than a concrete conception, the HNRs of the future 
is considered a product of the collective visions of nursing and healthcare leaders 

Figure 2. 
PsyNACS© sample screen for area 1 - psychiatric symptom and stress.
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as they reimagine the future of healthcare demands. In the context of psychiatric 
nursing and in older adult care in Japan, the HNRs are expected to assist and work 
with nurses in carrying out healthcare tasks and activities. Having a clear vision of 
HNRs as the supreme technological advancement in healthcare, the demands are for 
robots to be programmed in such a way that it can independently perform nursing-
related technical skills, and simultaneously demonstrate value-added expressions 
of humanness such as respect, compassion, empathy, and caring [20]. Therefore, 
HNRs are envisioned to be of high-quality, expressing patient-centeredness, and 
efficient with communication.

First, being of high-quality means that HNRs are data-driven achieved by link-
ing PsyNACS© with HNRs. Credible health information should be captured from 
meaningful nurse–patient interactions. The PsyNACS© as the conversation data-
base and along with relevant data such as electronic medical records, history and 
physical examination, laboratory, and radiology results can be linked to AI enhanc-
ing HNRs to acquire reliable databases regarding patients with mental illness and 
dementia. In addition to PsyNACS© integration with HNRs, the quality of HNRs is 
frequently influenced by the global proliferation of robots in healthcare, especially 
in hospitals, communities, and in home settings. Producing high-quality HNRs also 
means having data-driven policies and guidance on shared nurse–robot practices. 
Therefore, it becomes essential for nurses to play leadership roles in the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of nurse-robot partnerships [21] and eventually 
transform this into standards of nursing practices.

Secondly, HNRs have patient-centered designs [22, 23]. The ethical standards 
of human nurses are primarily grounded on the value of caring [24]. This impacts 
the quality of nursing care. In psychiatric nursing, nurses need to address both the 
physical and psychosocial needs of patients particularly those with mental illness 
and dementia. This poses greater challenges to HNRs which are originally designed 
as provider-centric in order to improve the efficiency of healthcare workers.

Patient-centered designs can be accomplished by focusing on patient needs and 
therapeutic conversational contents of professional nurses. Given that HNRs can 
be both a technological tool and a care partner, this will also entail looking into 
the code of ethics for nurses in Japan (Japanese Nursing Association, 2003). The 
current provision mentions nothing about HNRs; only focusing on collaboration 
among nursing and healthcare personnel. Therefore, the nurse-robot partnership 
should carefully consider and meet the nursing code of ethics [25].

Lastly, HNRs are capable of efficient communication. Currently designed/
developed robots usually engage in one-way communications – each time simply 
asking one-sided questions to attempt a dialog. Optimizing structured conversa-
tions are needed to elicit desired levels of engagement and participation. This can 
be achieved through the creation of a “Caring Dialogue Database” for HNRs to 
provide better information about the patients, and to share experiences of human-
robot interactions. Moreover, it is vital to generate a dialogical pattern that enables 
HNRs to demonstrate empathy particularly with people who have psychiatric 
illnesses [26].

The present-day advanced communication robot systems possess limited 
functionality in carrying conversations and keeping smooth communication 
pattern similar to humans, unless this system is connected to a cloud database with 
distinctive voice assistant services. Using a cloud database with big data capacity 
complicates information management and security features, increasing risks of data 
breach and leakage of electronic, sensitive, and confidential data. By installing data 
security systems, and protective features, HNRs can learn to express more sympa-
thetic behavior over time by undergoing repeated cycles of information processing 
allowing for secured inputs and outputs of information through the cloud database.
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4.  The future artificial “brain” for HNRs: associating PsyNACS© with 
AI systems

What is the brain of a computer? The obligatory answer is the Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) that performs tons of rapid data processing operations and instructions 
per second [27]. This is the typical way to define the future artificial “brain” of the 
HNRs in layman’s term. It is metaphorically straightforward to compare human 
beings with computers wherein human brains and computer processing units 
function similarly. The CPU or control system is the central nervous system, sensors 
as the afferent sensory system, and actuators as the efferent motor system [28]. 
However, this becomes quite difficult and complicated when the task is to describe 
robot “physiology” and features. For that reason, to successfully characterize the 
artificial brain of the HNRs in the future, it is critically important to understand the 
entity that it must emulate – the professional nurse.

Amisha et al. described artificial intelligence (AI) as using technology to gener-
ate a human-level cognition. In this chapter, the AI does not merely refer to the arti-
ficial “brain” of the robot, but rather it characterizes a feature that can understand 
human language and replicate the behaviors of a professional nurse. To achieve this, 
AI requires a specialized database like PsyNACS© as well as the capability to com-
municate verbally and nonverbally. Such ability to control, manage, and operate the 
HNRs is known as the AI system [29] (Figure 3).

HNRs should be able to establish trust and rapport with patients in a similar fash-
ion as a professional human nurse does when fostering a nurse–patient relationship. 
To have a shared understanding of the patients’ life experiences, the HNRs need to 
understand the patient’s illnesses, and treatments. Like nurses, HNRs need to genu-
inely convey caring to patients and their families through the language of caring. 

Figure 3. 
The relationship between the humanoid-nurse robot and PsyNACS©.
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Nurses have self-consciousness that allows them to express their emotions, particu-
larly demonstrating tender loving care without being coached by other people.

Artificial “brains” and artificial consciousness may well be necessary features 
for HNRs [30] in order to demonstrate initiative and express autonomously with-
out any human inducement or mediation. While nursing care is fundamentally a 
human-to-human relationship, it becomes a nonhuman-to-human relationship in 
the case of HNRs [31]. This raises many controversial issues and ethical concerns for 
patient safety which must be addressed accordingly [24].

If HNRs are to support and care for patients directly, they must hold the same 
level of comprehensive judgment ability and responsiveness like that of a competent 
professional nurse who use any of the following processes, such as theory-based 
nursing care practice, the utility of the traditional nursing process of assessing, 
diagnosing, planning, implementing, and evaluating, and clinical decision-making, 
critical thinking, problem-solving, and rapid response and feedback. These pro-
cesses guide professional practice while emphasizing the individuality of every 
patient during the practice of professional nursing care. An additional level of 
intelligence, skillfulness and competence [19] are required in the event that HNRs 
are assigned to care for patients autonomously or independently.

A successful nurse–patient relationship also relies on effective communication. 
The future artificial “brain” of HNRs is envisioned to have the capacity to convey 
a smooth conversation with appropriate patient-centered responses. For HNRs 
to have such a feature, it entails all the essences of AI such as Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), neural networks, and deep learning in generating voice contents 
[32–34]. In addition to verbal content, HNRs need to demonstrate nonverbal com-
munication patterns that are important aspects of effective nurse–patient commu-
nications such as eye contact, proxemics, kinesics, expressions, and tone [35–38].

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the robot and PsyNACS© with a con-
ceptual diagram. It may seem therefore that both verbal and nonverbal messages 
are the life-bloods of successful therapeutic communication in psychiatric nursing. 
Due to the expected physiological intricacies of the artificial brain, the design and 
development of HNRs of the future calls for participatory dialog and trans-profes-
sional collaboration between healthcare professionals, technology engineers, and 
care stakeholders. Nursing professionals can provide critical inputs with empirical 
value at point-of-care. In particular, nurses can contribute to the development of 
the artificial “brain” for HNRs by sharing their professional knowledge, clinical 
expertise, care competencies, and nursing documentation that contains relevant 
and reliable information about the patient status, care plans and interventions, 
and health outcomes. These information can be organized and amassed using the 
PsyNACS© framework and database. As a result, a natural conversation would be 
possible between HNRs and humans (e.g., patients and their families) provided 
that the artificial brain, PsyNACS©, and AI are well-integrated. This allows HNRs 
of the future to communicate efficiently and respond appropriately and accurately 
to patients while carefully considering the all-inclusive situation comprising the 
patient condition, the psychiatric database, and the healthcare environment.

Insofar as robots can be considered as ‘mere’ artifacts of technological 
advancement, our trust in and reliance on HNRs must be based on functional 
and ethical criteria [39]. We can always judge the worth and value of HNRs 
if their functionalities are approached as means to an end. This teleological 
approach focuses on the end-result of the HNRs’ function that is, whether 
HNRs have been successful or not in performing tasks. Looking at the outcome 
itself may overlook the intention of the HNRs. Using a deontological view, we 
can evaluate HNRs if it is doing the right thing. This also takes into account 
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the goodwill behind the motives and actions of HNRs. Lastly, nursing care is 
a virtue-driven human experience. We cannot simply assess the HNRs solely 
based on its obligated and consequential programming. Our evaluation should 
also consider the value systems in providing quality and safe professional nurs-
ing care. As mentioned, HNRs must affirm high-quality, patient-centered, and 
communication-efficient features. In this light, what can we learn about the 
value of HNRs in the context of psychiatric nursing care? – With efficiency and 
wholesome appreciation of being caring entities, HNRs are more than robots and 
all the more so than mere tools! [40].

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we described the nursing landscape in Japan, PsyNACS©, and 
HNRs of the future in the context of psychiatric nursing. First, considering the 
nursing landscape in Japan facilitates a well-defined understanding of the cur-
rent nursing and healthcare situations to guide the future of psychiatric nursing. 
Second, a data-driven approach is needed in addressing quality and safety issues in 
healthcare. We demonstrated how PsyNACS© originated from nursing research, 
and how we translated it into practice. It allows a secured holistic psychiatric 
nursing assessment for better care plans and services. The quality of PsyNACS© 
database content can be enhanced with repeated clinical use. Third, visionary 
leadership aids in reimagining the future of HNRs to be high-quality, patient-cen-
tered, and communication-efficient. Fourth, the artificial “brain” for the HNRs 
of the future might be incorporated the PsyNACS© database and AI with NLP, 
neural networks, and deep learning. Collaboration between healthcare profession-
als, technology engineers, and care stakeholders is essential for the development 
of HNRs capable of both verbal and nonverbal communication. In summary, 
integrating PsyNACS© with AI brings HNRs to greater heights – a better quality 
of nursing care than today.
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Expectations and Ethical 
Dilemmas Concerning Healthcare 
Communication Robots in 
Healthcare Settings: A Nurse’s 
Perspective
Yuko Yasuhara

Abstract

This chapter describes expectations and ethical dilemmas concerning healthcare 
communication robots (HCRs) from a nurse’s perspective. Ethical dilemmas in 
nursing settings are wide-ranging. When HCRs are introduced to long-term facili-
ties and hospitals for patient communication, new kinds of ethical dilemmas may 
arise. Using interviews with healthcare providers, I examined the potential ethical 
dilemmas concerning the development and introduction of HCRs that may interact 
with older adults. This analysis was based on four primary issues from the nurses’ 
perspective. Since HCRs will be used in healthcare settings, it is important to 
protect patient rights and maintain their safety. To this end, discussion and collabo-
ration with an interdisciplinary team is crucial to the process of developing these 
robots for use among patients.

Keywords: healthcare communication robots, ethical dilemmas, nurse’s perspective

1. Introduction

Japan’s declining birthrate and aging population are becoming increasingly 
serious issues. Indeed, the shrinkage of the working population continues unabated 
[1]. The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare [2] reported a future shortage 
of anywhere from 60,000 to 270,000 nurses in 2025. This shortage might make 
it difficult to provide sufficient patient care, especially for older adults who need 
long-term care [3].

Beyond this, as of early November 2020, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
became a major threat to global public health. Globally, the number of patients with 
COVID-19 is approximately 52 million [4]. Notably, COVID-19 is caused by the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus, which spreads among people, mainly when an infected person 
is in close contact with others [5]. Significantly, many COVID-19 clusters have been 
reported in clinical settings, including long-term facilities.

In Japan, the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare [6] recommends that people 
employ basic strategies to prevent the spread of infectious diseases, including 
COVID-19. These include hand washing, proper cough etiquette, wearing a mask, 
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and avoiding group gatherings in poorly ventilated spaces. Although potential 
vaccines are under development, it remains necessary to make lifestyle changes 
that extend to human interaction, recognizing the possibility that new infectious 
diseases may gain prevalence in the future.

Robots are attracting attention as a countermeasure for such serious situa-
tions. Of the various forms of human interaction, communication with others 
is important as it helps improve the quality of life (QOL) and sociality of older 
adults and patients with dementia. Accordingly, healthcare communication robots 
(HCRs) have the potential to support the needs of patient dialog as an alternative to 
healthcare providers, thereby preventing infections and addressing staff shortage 
situations.

Using HCRs for patient care is a collaborative process that requires not only 
engineers but also healthcare providers, such as nurses, who have a mandate to pro-
tect patient rights and maintain safety. Indeed, it is necessary to consider potential 
issues that may arise from this development. Thus, this paper discusses expectations 
and ethical dilemmas in relation to HCRs from the perspective of nurses.

2. Expectations from healthcare communication robots

Communication with others is important because it is satisfying and fosters a 
sense of connection. Especially, conversation with others achieves mutual under-
standing through shared experiences and feelings. However, in Japan, community 
relationship networks are becoming degraded by the progressively aging society 
and the trend of nuclear families, which have become serious local problems. 
Particularly among older adults who have lived alone or had physical functional 
disorder, social activity and conversation with others tend to decrease.

Notably, long-term facilities have seen a rise in dementia patients, and the 
behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) may cause irritability 
and restlessness among patients [7]. When nurses care for older adults and patients 
with dementia, it is important that they take time to listen to them to provide 
appropriate, high-quality care in a way that suits the patient [8].

However, the staffing of nurses in long-term facilities and nursing homes for 
older adults is lower than in acute care hospitals [9]. Due to this shortage of health-
care providers, it might be burdensome for staff to take sufficient time for dialog 
with older adults [10, 11].

Clearly, the quality of care for older adults may be suffering because of labor 
shortages, especially in long-term care settings. This quality of care may be 
expected to improve when healthcare workers have HCRs as partners. Moreover, 
HCRs may also provide patients with the opportunity to talk, even in situations 
where an infectious disease such as COVID-19 is concerned.

The Japanese government has already supported the introduction of HCRs to 
facilities for the elderly (such as nursing homes) as well as healthcare facilities 
[12] and hospitals [13]. While HCRs are still being developed and introduced in 
certain facilities, there are no HCRs specialized for older adults and patients with 
dementia [14]. Hence, it is necessary to improve the application that enables dialog 
with members of these demographics and to enhance the safety and features of the 
robots [15].

The development of HCRs capable of dialog and therapeutic communication is a 
future goal. Here, “dialog” is not just a conversation, but the recognition and respect 
for each other’s values and establishing a relationship of trust.

This speaks to the larger need for the development of HCRs that can interact 
with the elderly, increase conversation opportunities for them, satisfy their desire 
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for approval, maintain their sociality and sense of purpose, and improve their QOL. 
Furthermore, by collecting information from the cloud database of these robots, 
healthcare providers may be able to determine whether urgent or immediate care is 
necessary, allowing them to listen to the patients more intensely.

The acute care field is marked by the responsibility to care for patients suffer-
ing from threatening infectious diseases such as COVID-19. The risk of infection is 
very high for medical staff [16], who must find a way to take care of patients within 
the boundaries of time constraints, while also striving to prevent getting infected. 
Unsurprisingly, most medical staff find it difficult to take enough time to listen to 
patients’ feelings, particularly when they are fighting the fear of COVID-19 infec-
tion [17, 18]. Thus, patients with COVID-19 may lose the opportunity to express 
themselves because they have limited time to talk to their medical staff and limited 
visits with family and friends.

Traditional (human) nurses are accustomed to listening to a patient’s voice. 
However, in an emergency, HCRs may be able to note a patient’s anxiety and 
complaints and provide them with appropriate care in response. If the HCR can be 
linked with information from thermography and electronic medical records, it will 
also be possible to observe simple physical conditions among patients. Thus, the 
HCR may also serve as an alternative to care supporters for people who have been in 
shelters for long periods due to large earthquakes, etc.

3. Ethics required of nurses

As recent years have seen the rapid development of robots and artificial intel-
ligence (AI), ethical codes and guidelines have been issued by related academic 
societies largely in the engineering field [19, 20]. Ethical studies concerning AI 
and robots are also underway. UK-RAS network describes that the ethical concerns 
raised by robotics and autonomous systems (RAS) depend on their capabilities 
and domain of usage of Robotics, there are ethical issues such as Bias, Deception, 
Employment, Opacity, Safety, Oversight, and Privacy [21]. Of course, ethics are 
crucial to healthcare because healthcare workers must recognize dilemmas: using 
good judgment to make decisions informed by their values but also governed by 
the law.

A nurse, a type of healthcare provider, is a person who engages in providing care 
to persons with injuries and/or illnesses, and/or postpartum women, and/or assists 
in the provision of medical treatment under the license of the Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare (Article 5 of the Act on Public Health Nurses, Midwives, and 
Nurses). Based on the Nursing Code of Ethics of the International Council of 
Nurses (ICN) [22], and the Japanese Nursing Association (JNA) [23], nurses are 
required to provide care while respecting human life, dignity, and rights according 
to the law.

However, just as patients are unique and vary in age and condition, nurses have 
their own cultural, religious, moral, and professional values. Thus, there are often 
conflicting values, disagreements, and ethical conflicts in nursing settings.

Ethical dilemmas in nursing settings are far-reaching. From time to time, nurses 
make ethical decisions by taking a variety of information into account to determine 
the best choice for the patient. Nurses can take appropriate actions when faced 
with an ethical dilemma by understanding and applying ethical guidelines such as 
the American Nurses Association’s Code of Ethics [24], the ICN Code of Ethics for 
Nurses [22], and the JNA Code of Ethics [23].

In Japan, decisions about ethical dilemmas are informed by the six principles of 
ethics (Beneficence, Non-maleficence, Autonomy, Veracity, Justice, and Fidelity) 
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(Table 1) [25, 26]. These principles are familiar to nurses. Even after making ethical 
decisions, nurses reflect on those decisions and strive to increase their ethical 
sensitivity daily.

When HCRs are introduced to long-term facilities and hospitals, different  
ethical dilemmas might occur.

If the HCRs, in the near future, can use dialog to make autonomous decisions 
regarding patients, and serve to replace a human nurse, relevant ethical discussions 
must precede this change. For instance, one would logically consider the questions 
of whether HCRs can have a sense of ethics like human nurses, and whether the 
former can make ethical decisions in the midst of ethical conflicts within nursing 
settings.

4.  A nurse’s perspective on ethical dilemmas regarding healthcare 
communication robots

Our research currently uses the humanoid robot, Pepper (SoftBank Robotics 
Corp.) [28], in a long-term facility to develop an application for healthcare robots 
that can communicate with older adults based on principles of care. It also seeks 
to evaluate a program that can be run in a clinical context (developed by the Xing 
Company). However, in the implementation of this strategy, the communication 
function of Pepper’s application has proven deficient.

It is important to understand the present HCRs’ competency as well as other 
factors that may enhance this application, making it suitable for use among older 
adults. To explore HCR-related issues in healthcare settings, we interviewed five 
healthcare providers (nurses, caregivers, and physiotherapists) at three facilities 
about current usage issues with Pepper. From these results, I examined ethical 
dilemmas from the nurse’s perspective concerning the development and introduc-
tion of HCRs that can interact with older adults. This analysis was based on four 
issues: burden on staff and insufficient support system, inadequate communication 
function, leakage of personal information and violation of right to privacy, and 
guaranteeing the safety and security of HCRs.

4.1 Burden on staff and insufficient support system

The complexity of the robot’s operation, the ambiguity of the HCR support 
system, and the burden of preparation and cleanup of HCRs are some of the issues 
faced by the staff while working with HCRs. Pepper weighs approximately 30 kg 
(around 66 lbs.), stands 120 cm (approximately 47 inches) tall [28], and requires 
extra staff to prepare it for use and clean it. In addition, there are other issues 
related to its operational complexity and unclear support system (e.g., where to 

Beneficence: Actions that consider the welfare of others and include attributes like kindness and charity.

Nonmaleficence: Actions that prevent or inflict minimal harm to others.

Autonomy: Recognizing the individual’s right to self-determination and decision-making.

Veracity: Interacting with others in a truthful, trustworthy, and accurate manner.

Justice: Treating others with fairness and with equal degree of respect and concern.

Fidelity: Being loyal and faithful to patients who trust the nurse.

Table 1. 
Six principles of ethics [25–27].
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check when the robot freezes). These issues sometimes occur due to the application’s 
up-data. In many cases, a specific healthcare staff member accustomed to handling 
such equipment is in charge of making the introduction, placing additional burden 
on that staff member. At such times, staff support is required to facilitate interac-
tions and conversations between humans and robots [29].

When HCRs are used in healthcare settings, it is important to avoid increasing 
the human burden and preventing the traditional nurse from being deprived of 
time to care for the patient. This is related to the ethical principle of justice. Nurses 
must decide the just or fair allocation of healthcare resources [25, 26]. With the 
introduction of robots, the principles of beneficence (providing good nursing to all 
patients), non-maleficence (avoiding harm caused from using HCRs), and justice 
(providing proper and fair nursing to all patients) should not come at the cost of 
staff conflict. Undue burden placed upon nurses, such as the aforementioned HCR 
handling and use requirements, may incline nurses to put an end to the introduction 
of robots in healthcare settings as they cannot provide adequate care and ensure 
the patient’s safety. Indeed, convenience (which includes appropriate sizing) and 
generous support are key for HCR use. It is also necessary to have functions that 
can be used by medical professionals who are not well versed in robotics and/or 
engineering.

4.2 Inadequate communication function

A human nurse naturally changes the manner (speed, volume, delivery, tone) 
and content of their speech depending on the patient, the nurse’s personal experi-
ence, and various other factors. Conversely, the current HCRs cannot change how 
they talk to patients. Thus, older adults and patients with dementia may give up the 
conversation, feel discouraged, and/or experience negative emotions because the 
timing of HCRs’ utterances and the content of the response may be insufficient and 
the conversations may be unengaging. This has implications for the ethical principle 
of non-maleficence.

The challenge here is to set the goals for the HCRs’ dialog function to include the 
examination of word choice (including the determination of inappropriate words). 
Clearly, the dialog function will rapidly improve in the future. However, traditional 
nurses are currently better placed to provide care to patients based on nursing ethics 
and while exercising professional responsibility.

Even during the clinical trials for HCR development, nurses must protect 
patients’ rights. Patients should not be harmed; they should not experience nega-
tive feelings or feel discouraged by HCRs (the principle of non-maleficence). 
Nurses should ensure that patients receive the best care from HCRs and human 
nurses (the principle of beneficence). Furthermore, it is particularly important 
to solicit patients’ opinions concerning their willingness or desire to interact with 
the HCRs (principle of autonomy); they should be permitted the personal liberty 
to determine their own decisions on whether to receive care from HCRs [25, 26]. 
Nurses give top priority to the safety of the subject and thereby play an advocacy 
role. Therefore, if patient rights and their ethical principles are violated, nurses may 
need to halt the promotion of robot development.

4.3 Leakage of personal information and violation of right to privacy

The third issue involves the collection of patient information stored in the cloud 
server or body of HCRs, and how this information is managed. Indeed, HCRs 
need to store information to a cloud server for improved functioning. A cloud 
server allows for information input from various sources, along with simultaneous 
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compilation and analysis [30]. This is significant, as there is a lot of information in 
the dialog between patients and HCRs.

The guidelines regarding AI and robots have included effective policies such 
as protection and promotion of human rights, safety, and privacy [19, 20, 31]. 
Nevertheless, in the near future, when HCRs use the cloud server to store big data 
collected from their patients, an information leakage accident may occur [32]. 
This issue could, for instance, arise due to some malfunction during the develop-
ment stage.

The right to privacy does not have a legal basis in Japan. However, the right to 
privacy is recognized under the law of precedent as part of the pursuit of happiness 
referred to in Article 13 of the Constitution. In addition, personal information, in 
principle, cannot be provided to a third party (Article 23), except in cases where the 
allowance is based on laws and regulations (Article 23–1).

Nurses also have a duty to protect patients’ privacy as a component of patient 
care (Article 42–2 of the Act on Public Health Nurses, Midwives, and Nurses). As 
stated in the code of nurse ethics, “Nurses should honor confidentiality and strive 
for the protection of personal information, while using appropriate discretion in 
the sharing of this information” [32]. Hence, it is important to safeguard against 
personal information leakage from HCRs or iCloud servers (the principles of  
fidelity, and non-maleficence).

4.4 Guaranteeing the security/safety of healthcare communication robots

The fourth issue is the need to ensure the safety of interactive robots. In health-
care settings, there are hazardous things that might result in daily medical accidents 
or incidents. A medical accident involving a nurse may happen while providing 
nursing care or while assisting medical treatment that involves medical interven-
tions [33]. Healthcare institutions continue to improve their policies and framework 
to secure organization-wide safety [34]. Nurses consistently make patient safety 
a top priority (the principles of non-maleficence: avoiding harm caused by HCRs, 
and beneficence: providing better nursing to all patients). This consideration entails 
predicting potentially dangerous patient behavior and performing other forms of 
safety and risk management (the principle of non-maleficence).

Presently, there are no reported medical accidents due to the use of HCRs. 
Unless there is a guarantee that accidents due to patient falls or contact will not 
occur, and that the safety of nurses and medical staff will be ensured, the intro-
duction of HCRs should not be viewed passively.

For instance, we must consider whether HCRs that can interact with older 
adults and patients with dementia need a self-propelled function and/or human-
oid figures, and whether these things would enhance patient safety. Moreover, 
different cases must be studied along with the safety-related responsibilities they 
present.

5. Conclusion

This chapter discusses expectations and ethical dilemmas concerning the use of 
HCRs that will interact with patients in medical and welfare settings in the future. 
These considerations have been made from the nurses’ perspective.

Conversation with others is important to human beings. However, appropriate 
reactions and responses are complex, not just for HCRs, but also for traditional 
nurses. This means that, HCRs require improved functions, including specifications 
concerning appropriate listening practices, conversation, behavior, etc.
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Furthermore, nurses must continue to protect the rights and safety of patients in 
all instances and at all times. Thus, HCRs should not be allowed to infringe on these 
principles in healthcare settings.

In the future, HCRs may serve as patient interlocutors. Their conversation 
program may include AI with an interactive or transactive dialog function and the 
capacity to make decisions concerning ethical conflicts. To this end, discussion and 
collaboration with an interdisciplinary team is crucial to the process of developing 
these robots for use among patients.
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